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Résumé en français

Les miARNs sont de petites molécules d’ARN, plus courtes que 25 nucléotides, qui ont
été identifiées comme étant des régulateurs clés de l’expression génétique au niveau post-
transcriptionnel. Les miARNs sont impliqués dans un large éventail de processus biologiques,
y compris le cycle cellulaire, la différenciation, l’apoptose et la pathogenèse de maladies.
Il a été démontré que les miARNs pourraient également être impliqués dans la régulation
inter-espèces. Chez l’homme, certains miARNs ont ainsi été identifiés comme étant des mod-
ulateurs de l’expression de gènes bactériens, suggérant qu’ils peuvent entrer dans les cellules
bactériennes et réguler l’expression génétique bactérienne. Par conséquent, contrairement
aux réseaux de régulation des gènes, les réseaux de régulation de miARNs peuvent être une
clé pour comprendre comment les cellules hôtes peuvent interagir et réguler les millions de
bactéries présentes dans l’environnement cellulaire (microbiome). De plus, les miARNs sont
présents dans tous les fluides corporels et sont associés à diverses pathologies dont le can-
cer. Le rôle des miARNs dans la croissance et la proliferation du cancer apparaît en effet
important. Les miARNs ont ainsi été identifyes comme etant des régulateurs critiques de
la proliferation de nombreux types de cancers ou comme des inhibiteurs de cette proliféra-
tion. Les miARNs pourraient ainsi être des candidats potentiels pour des biomarqueurs
diagnostiques, des biomarqueurs pronostiques et des cibles thérapeutiques. De plus, dans
le domaine agronomique, les miARNs végétaux sont essentiels pour comprendre comment
les plantes réagissent aux changements dans leur environnement et comment elles interagis-
sent avec d’autres organismes. Par exemple, bien que les champignons pathogènes puissent
causer de graves pertes aux cultures, d’autres interactions plantes-champignons améliorent
la croissance des plantes, leur tolérance au stress et l’acquisition d’éléments nutritifs. Ces
interactions sont essentielles à la conception de nouveaux produits biotechnologiques pour
l’industrie agronomique. L’inhibition de gènes par les miARNs est un mécanisme de régula-
tion important qui a été décrit dans les voies de défense contre les attaques de pathogènes
dans divers organismes, ainsi que dans les interactions bénéfiques telles la symbiose et le
mutualisme.

Il est très important de comprendre comment les miARNs communiquent et régulent l’expression
au niveau du génome, mais tout d’abord, il est nécessaire de les identifier. Pour cette raison,
il est essentiel de développer des algorithmes afin d’identifier les miARNs avec une grande
précision, sans rien rater mais également en réduisant le nombre de faux positifs. De nos
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jours, une pratique expérimentale courante consiste à capturer la séquence et les modèles
d’expression des miARNs en utilisant les technologies de séquençage de nouvelle génération
(NGS). De telles expériences de séquençage génèrent des millions de lectures de sARN-seq,
nécessitant ainsi le développement d’algorithmes pour transformer de telles données en grande
quantité en connaissances biologiques utiles. Actuellement, de nombreux outils bioinforma-
tiques ont été développés pour analyser et identifier les miARNs mais la plupart d’entre eux
s’appuient exclusivement sur les informations de conservation au niveau de la séquence et sur
des génomes de référence. Les outils les plus cités sont relativement anciens, ce qui suggère
une stagnation dans le développement des outils de prédiction de miARNs. Les méthodes
de pointe sont fortement basées sur l’alignement des lectures de sARN-seq sur un génome
de référence. De nouvelles méthodes commencent à apparaître mais restent basées sur des
informations de conservation au niveau de la séquence qui ne permettent pas l’identification
de nouveaux miARNs et qui sont spécifiques d’une espèce. Lorsque nous n’avons pas de
génome de référence de haute qualité ou pas de génome du tout, nos possibilités sont ainsi
considérablement réduites.

Cette thèse est structurée de la manière suivante. Le Chapitre 2 présente des analyses ex-
périmentales et bioinformatiques de données doubles sRNA-seq et mRNA-seq obtenues en
profilant l’interaction hôte-pathogène de Sus scrofa la bactérie Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae.
L’objectif de ce travail était de démêler le réseau de régulation des miARNs orchestrant une
telle interaction. Ma contribution à ce projet a été d’effectuer les analyses computationnelles
pour d’abord identifier, quantifier et annoter les miARNs ainsi que d’établir un pipeline per-
mettant la création in silico de réseaux de régulation miARN-ARNm à l’échelle du génome.
Les résultats décrits dans ce chapitre ont été publiés dans la revue Scientific Reports [152],
où je suis le deuxième auteur (il y deux premiers auteurs).

L’expérience que j’ai acquises dans ce travail avec les outils de pointe actuels pour la découverte
de miARNs et la prédiction de leurs cibles a été essentielle pour identifier la faiblesse de ces
outils et donc des lignes de recherche algorithmiques potentielles, qui se sont avérées être liées
à la première étape de l’analyse des miARNs, à savoir leur identification.

Dans le Chapitre 3, je présente l’algorithme BrumiR qui est la principale contribution de cette
thèse. BrumiR est un nouvel algorithme qui permet de découvrir des miARNs sans génome
de référence. De plus, le chapitre présente un autre outil, miRsim qui permet de simuler des
données de sRNA-seq et a été essentiel pour évaluer BrumiR sur un ensemble de données
synthétiques où la vérité est connue. Les deux outils font partie de la boîte à outils BrumiR,
qui est disponible gratuitement dans Github (https://github.com/camoragaq).

Bien que la prédiction de miARNs sans génome de référence soit utile pour les espèces non
modèles, lorsqu’un génome de référence ou un projet de génome est disponible, il doit être
intégré dans la découverte de miARNs.

Dans le Chapitre 4, je présente l’outil BrumiR2Reference qui peut intégrer un génome de
référence pour affiner davantage les prédictions de BrumiR. Nous présentons également un
benchmark de la performance de BrumiR utilisant des données publiques réelles provenant

https://github.com/camoragaq


d’espèces végétales et animales. De plus, nous démontrons l’efficacité de la boîte à outils Bru-
miR pour découvrir de nouveaux miARNs en utilisant des données de sRNA-seq générées à
partir de racines de la plante Arabidopsis thaliana. Ces données ont été générées par des collab-
orateurs du Chili. L’outil BrumiR2reference fait également partie de la boîte à outils Bru-
miR et est disponible gratuitement dans GitHub (https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR).
Les résultats présentés dans les Chapitres 3 et 4 sont décrits dans un manuscrit déjà soumis
à une revue dont je suis le premier auteur. De plus, nous avons déposé notre manuscrit dans
le référentiel BioRxiv (https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.07.240689) et tout le code de
la boîte à outils BrumiR est disponible gratuitement dans GitHub (https://github.com/
camoragaq).
En résumé, nous pouvons diviser les résultats de la présente thèse en deux grandes parties. La
première s’est concentrée sur l’analyse de données de sARN-seq, tandis que la seconde s’est
concentrée sur le développement de nouveaux algorithmes pour avancer dans la découverte
de miARNs.

https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.07.240689
https://github.com/camoragaq
https://github.com/camoragaq
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 The expanding world of small RNAs.

Contrary to messenger RNAs (mRNAs) which, after transcription from DNA, are translated
into proteins, non-coding RNAs, also denoted by ncRNAs, are not translated into proteins
but can regulate gene expression at different levels, and have essential roles in health and
disease. They thus challenge the perception of molecular biology that is highly dominated
by a protein-centric view [71]. The ncRNA field keeps expanding with the advent of new
molecular and genomic technologies. We can see in Figure 1.1 the regulatory ncRNAs that
have been identified up to now. Yet, although the accessibility of high-throughput sequencing
and bioinformatic algorithms has increased our capacity to identify ncRNAs, our ability to
understand and characterize the role of regulatory ncRNAs is significantly lagging behind.
Among the ncRNAs, one class is of particular interest in this thesis. This concerns what
have been called small RNAs, henceforth denoted by sRNAs, that are molecules of size at
most 200 nt. The first findings of sRNAs occurred in the 1990s and concerned Lin-4 and let-7
microRNAs (denoted by miRNAs) in Caenorhabditis elegans [159, 55].
These molecules are involved in important cellular functions at the transcriptional and/or
posttranscriptional level. They include small interfering RNAs (siRNAs), piwi-interacting
RNAs (piRNAs), and miRNAs that can directly regulate the expression of other RNA entities
as well as their corresponding protein products; small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) that guide
chemical modifications (methylation, pseudouridylation); as well as other molecules such as
tRNA-derived small RNAs (tsRNA), small rDNA-derived RNAs (srRNAs), and small nuclear
RNAs (snRNAs). In humans, there are over 1,000 annotated miRNAs, hundreds of siRNAs,
and millions of piRNAs, thus occupying a substantial portion of the genome [134]. These 3
molecules are actually present in almost all eukaryotic organisms, and have been identified in
certain DNA viruses [72] and in bacteria. Among the non-coding RNAs involved in regulation,
there are also long ones, such as the long non-coding RNAs denoted by lncRNAs that have
been shown to be involved in the epigenetic regulation of gene expression [134].
Small RNAs, and among them the most widely studied type represented by the miRNAs will
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Figure 1.1 – The expanding non-coding RNA world.

be the main focus of this thesis. Notice that miRNAs are considered to be present only in
eukaryotes.

1.2 The era of miRNAs.

Originally called small temporal RNAs (stRNAs), miRNAs were discovered in 1993 in C.
elegans [108]. At the beginning, they were believed to be an oddity of nematodes. Later, it
was shown that miRNAs are conserved in other metazoans, including humans [159]. In 2001,
more than a hundred miRNAs had been discovered and published, some of them evolutionary
conserved, thus opening a revolution in our understanding of gene regulation [100, 104, 107].

miRNAs are small RNA molecules usually shorter than 25 nucleotides (nt), which have been
identified as crucial regulators of gene expression mostly at the post-transcriptional level [15].

miRNA biogenesis follows a two-step process that involves a nuclear and a cytoplasmic cleav-
age event [109] (Figure 1.2). In the nucleus, miRNAs are transcribed as a long primary
transcript called pri-miRNA (primary miRNA). The nuclear cleavage of the pri-miRNA is
done by a Class 2 ribonuclease III enzyme called Drosha, releasing a 60-150 nt stem loop
intermediate called pre-miRNA (miRNA precursor sequence) that is longer in plants than
in animals (average 60-70 nt). The pre-miRNA is transported into the cytoplasm where it
is then cleaved by the RNase III enzyme Dicer. Such cleavage separates the loop structure,
and the imperfect double strand is known as the miRNA:miRNA* duplex where miRNA
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Figure 1.2 – miRNA biogenesis (Created with BioRender.com).

corresponds to a mature miRNA sequence and miRNA* or star miRNA sequence is the op-
posing arm of the miRNA. There are some differences in plants. For instance, the Dicer-like
1 protein has a similar function as Drosha and perhaps functions as Dicer in processing the
miRNA:miRNA* duplex. Then, the duplex is transported to the nucleus by HASTY instead
of by exportin 5 as is the case in animals. Both in plants and animals, the mature miRNA
from the miRNA:miRNA* duplex is loaded into an RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC)
and the targeting of the mRNA is done by the Argonaute protein [128].

miRNAs are involved in a wide range of biological processes including cell cycle, apoptosis and
disease. During development, the expression of miRNAs occurs in a spatiotemporal, tissue
and cell-specific manner, suggesting the involvement of miRNAs also in cell differentiation (see
example of characterization in Zebrafish in Figure 1.3). The first evidence that miRNAs might
play a role in this were in the differentiation of embryonic stem [81] and neuronal cells [106],
as well as in cancer [64]. The role of miRNAs in growth and proliferation of cancer appears
indeed important. miRNAs were thus identified as critical regulators of the proliferation of
many cancer types [149, 215, 206] or as inhibitors of such proliferation [204]. miRNAs were
also reported to play a role in cell metabolism such as lipid metabolism [203], and glucose
homeostasis [163].

On the other hand, plant miRNAs play crucial roles in almost all aspects of normal plant
growth and development (Figure 1.4), but also in response to environmental changes such as
light, nutrition, and various abiotic and biotic stresses [27, 183, 117, 24]. Moreover, miRNAs in
plants have an important role in plant-pathogen interactions. They are essential to understand
how plants respond to changes in their environment and interact with other organisms. For
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Figure 1.3 – miRNAs have tissue-specific functions in Zebrafish. Figure from [200].
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Genomic organization of miRNA genes

The total number of miRNAs in any organism is unknown,
but it has been estimated that Caenorhabditis elegans
and Drosophila contain at least 100 miRNAs, while ver-
tebrate genomes contain ∼250 miRNAs (Ambros 2004),
thus equating to nearly 1% of the predicted genes in these
organisms (Bartel 2004). In the Arabidopsis plant whose
genome has been fully sequenced, over 100 miRNA-
encoding loci have been identified (Llave et al. 2002a; Park
et al. 2002; Reinhart et al. 2002; Jones-Rhoades and Bartel
2004; Bonnet et al. 2004; Sunkar 2004; http://www.cgrb.
orst.edu/smallRNA/db/search_user_seq.html) although many
of the miRNAs only differ from one another by single or
several nucleotides and currently correspond to ∼40 “fam-
ilies” of miRNAs. The fact that 15 of these families were
only identified recently in a study of stress-induced miRNAs
implies that the upper limit of the number of miRNAs in a
plant is far from known (Sunkar 2004).

Both plant and animal miRNA genes are predominantly
located in what is conventionally termed the intergenic
regions. The miRNA genes are mostly discrete independent
transcription units that are not located near to their target
genes. However, significant numbers of animal miRNAs
are located in the introns of pre-mRNAs. This arrangement
will give coordinate expression of the gene from its mRNA
and the miRNA from the intron. Of the human miRNA
genes, ∼25% is encoded within introns (Bartel 2004). In
Arabidopsis, only one miRNA (miR402) gene has been
identified within an intron so far (Sunkar 2004). Both the
animal intron-encoded miRNAs and the plant miR402 are
in the same orientation as the pre-mRNAs which carry
them. This suggests that each transcript is processed to
produce both a translatable spliced mRNA and a functional
miRNA.

The presence of clusters of miRNA genes, being tran-
scribed in large polycistronic primary transcripts (Fig. 2), is
probably another way miRNAs are coordinately expressed.

Plant Animal

DCL1

DCL1

Drosha

Dicer

Nucleus

Nucleus

Cytoplasm

Cytoplasm

mRNA cleavage mRNA translational
repression

RISC RISC
miRNA miRNA

Helicase Helicase

miRNA

miRNA*

a b

Fig. 1 a Comparison of the mechanisms of miRNA biogenesis and
action. The biogenesis of plant and animal miRNAs differ in that in
silico stem loop predictions have yielded larger and more variable
precursor miRNA molecules for plants than for animals (Reinhart
et al. 2002; Voinnet 2003). The Drosha gene that processes the pri-
miRNA to the pre-miRNA in animals is absent from plant genomes.
In plants, the Dicer-like 1 (DCL1, a RNase-III-like protein) appears to
catalyze the processing of the primary miRNA transcript to form the
miRNA:miRNA* complex. The multisubunit endonuclease, shown

as RISC, is the RNA-induced silecing complex. b Mutant of the
Dicer-like 1 gene (DCL1) in Arabidopsis (top), showing extreme
floral abnormalities, and a wild-type Arabidopsis plant (bottom).
miRNAs are small RNAs that regulate a large number of genes, many
of which are involved in key developmental processes. The floral
abnormalities, such as distorted petals and multiple female floral
organs (carpels) per flower, reflect the inability of mutant DCL1 to
produce the appropriate miRNAs needed to regulate normal floral
development
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Figure 1.4 – Mutant of Dicer-like 1 in Arabidopsis thaliana showing abnormalities in
floral development produced for the silencing of miRNAs needed to regulate normal
floral development [147].

instance, while pathogenic fungi may cause severe losses to crops [121], other plant-fungal
interactions result in improved plant growth, tolerance to stress and nutrient acquisition
[197]. These interactions are key to design new biotechnological products for the agronomic
industry.
Recent evidence reveals the role of miRNAs in bacterial infectious diseases mediated by host-
pathogen interactions [219]. It was thus reported that infection of gastric epithelial cells
by Helicobacter pylori could be due to the expression changes in some miRNAs [54, 91,
216]. Although research on miRNAs in bacterial pathogen infection has greatly enhanced our
understanding of these interactions, the precise mechanism underlying the regulatory function
of miRNAs remains unclear [219].
More in general, even though the first discoveries of miRNAs led to an increased identification
of their roles, it is the introduction of Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) technologies and
their application in massive studies that opened a new way to analyze miRNAs and their
characteristics [174].

1.3 sRNA-seq libraries.

Since the first classification and annotation of miRNAs, accurately identifying them as well as
the regulatory networks in which they are involved has proven difficult. Accurate prediction
of known and novel miRNAs along with their targets is however essential to increase our
understanding of the miRNA biology. Capturing and identifying miRNAs was a challenge in
the late 2010s. There were two main ways to do it: through hybridization and by sequencing
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Figure 1.5 – sRNA library preparation methods for NGS platforms.

[179].
Hybridisation technologies such as microarrays allow quantification of the relative expression
levels of sRNAs, but the high levels of background signal related to cross-hybridisation were
a technical limitation to the detection capacity. Furthermore, the design was based on pre-
existing knowledge, which prevented finding novel miRNAs [179].
Deep-sequencing technologies have opened the door to capturing and profiling known and
novel miRNAs. The NGS technologies can sequence DNA orders of magnitude faster and at a
lower cost in comparison to Sanger sequencing. Nowadays, a common experimental practice
is to identify miRNAs and their expression patterns using such technologies [32]. Commonly,
NGS experiments produce short or ultra-short reads, and a full run on an NGS platform is
able to generate more than 20 million sRNA-seq reads at a relatively low cost.
Illumina Sequencing is the most current platform used to perform sRNA-seq librairies. Sample
preparation is crucial for NGS experiments in order to define what biological information can
be extracted and ensure the preparation of a high-quality sRNA cDNA library. The library
preparation can be performed with total RNA or with enriched sRNA fraction, following
on the successive ligation of 5’ and 3’ adapters and then a reverse transcription followed by
Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) amplification. The final step involves sRNA cDNA gel
separation and size selection by PolyAcrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (PAGE) (Figure 1.5)
[127].
High-throughput RNA sequencing (sRNA-seq) has impacted the generation and discovery of
new miRNA genes across the whole taxonomic tree [23]. Such information has been stored
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Figure 1.6 – miRBase entries along the years.

in the miRBase database [97] which is the main repository of miRNAs. The current version
of miRBase stores nearly 40 thousand miRNAs. As we can see in Figure 1.6, the number
of entries has sharply increased in recent years following the increasing availability of new
sequencing technologies. This exponential growth along time indicates the necessity to de-
velop new methods to process the increasing amount of available miRNA data. Many new
bioinformatic tools started to appear. This is an active field of research due to the evolution
of sequencing techniques [23].

1.4 miRNA discovery methods.

miRNA discovery remains one of the most important challenges in the field [32]. Nowa-
days, there are a large number of different tools available. Most of them are genome-based
approaches, meaning that it is necessary to have a reference genome available to map the
sRNA-seq reads and identify the miRNAs [32]. Furthermore, among these tools, we find
different methods to make the prediction. The most popular approach is read signature eval-
uation which generates a set of putative precursor sequences from the reference genome and
then aligns the reads against these sequences to see the distribution of the reads preserving
the characteristic hairpin structure features, having a mature sequence signal and a star se-
quence signal [23]. Then, the excised precursor putative sequences may be evaluated using
two different types of methods. Rule-base prediction methods, which are based on reference
values obtained from the known precursor sequences available in miRBase [97], assign a score
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to each prediction depending on the principal features that are conserved. Among such meth-
ods are MIReNA and miRDeep2 (Table 1.4). Machine-learning prediction methods on the
other hand require a training step on a set of read signatures and structural features cal-
culated from known precursor sequences as a true set, and using as a negative set random
hairpin sequences. In this category of methods, we can find the tool sRNAbench (previously
called miRanalyser) (see also Table 1.4) [23]. Although genome-based methods are the most
popular in the field, they present the following problems: 1) when they rely exclusively on
conservation information, they cannot identify species-specific miRNAs, 2) they struggle with
repetitive loci because they cannot map the reads accurately in those regions which impacts
the miRNA prediction, 3) they use sequence information (hairpin precursor sequence excised)
from the reference genome to predict miRNAs, which is possible only when a reference genome
is complete and available. In this context, de novo prediction methods are starting to appear
as a solution when a reference genome is not available or is of low quality.
In such cases, a de novo approach could be complementary to the genome-based methods or
be the only solution in the absence of a reference genome. To this purpose, miRNA duplex
evaluation methods are a suitable option. They do not need a reference genome because they
assemble the sRNA-seq reads into contigs evaluating such features as length, complementary
star sequence, number of mismatches with a putative star sequence, and calculating the score
using machine-learning methods that select the putative miRNA duplexes. In this group, we
find the tools miReader and miRplex [23].
Our hypothesis is that it is possible to discover miRNAs by using only information contained in
the sequenced reads, which was already proposed for the mirnovo tool, a machine-learning
method based on a cluster analysis of the sRNA-seq reads to predict miRNAs without a
reference genome based on conserved known miRNA features [195].
We believe that it is necessary to progress further in the annotation of miRNAs for non-model
species by not considering also known miRNA information in order to identify new miRNA
families.
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Table 1.1 – Most popular miRNA discovery tools. The table displays an overview of current state-of-the-art miRNA tools.
For each tool, we collected information regarding the kind of approach used, its implementation, and the short-read mapper
employed. Additionally, information related to the use of external databases (miRbase), secondary structure prediction, and
whether the tool can determine other types of sRNAs (isomiRs, ncRNA) is provided. Finally, information associated with the
last update of the package as well as with its availability (stand-alone, web-server) is provided for each miRNA discovery tool.

tool name organism approach based implementation mapper miRBase used Structure prediction isomiRs other ncRNA last update platform ref

miRPlex A miRNA duplex evaluation NGS - ML NA yes NA no no 2013 stand-alone [135]
miReader A, P miRNA duplex evaluation NGS - ML NA no NA yes no 2016 stand-alone [84]

sRNAbench A, P map to the genome - read signature NGS - ML Bowtie yes RNAfold yes Filter 2018 stand-alone/web server [8]
MIReNA A, P map to the genome - read signature NGS - IA megaBlast yes/no RNAfold no filter 2013 stand-alone [139]

miRDeep2 A map to the genome - read signature NGS - ML Bowtie yes/no RNAfold no filter 2016 stand-alone [63]
miRDeep-P P map to the genome - structure based NGS - ML Bowtie no NA no no 2011 stand-alone [212]

miR-PREFeR P map to the genome - read signature NGS - ML Bowtie yes/no RNAfold 2014 stand-alone [110]
mirnovo A, P de novo machine learning based on known miRNAs NGS - ML NA/Bowtie yes/no NA/RNAfold no filter 2017 stand-alone/web server [195]
Mirinho A, P mapping to the genome - statistic approach NGS - IA Bowtie yes RNAfold no no 2015 stand-alone [79]
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1.5 miRNA discovery in non-model species: a de Bruijn

graph approach to organize sRNA-seq reads.

Nowadays in biology in general, the study of non-model species represents a great challenge
because most of the tools, databases and experimental procedures are based on model species.
Furthermore, despite all the on-going work on genome assembly, we still have a low percentage
of good quality reference genomes [1].

The genome assembly problem consists in building an unknown genome sequence from a set
of redundant reads. The algorithms for doing this, called assemblers, attempt to reconstruct
the genome by building a genome graph that encodes all the read information [155, 161].
Genome graphs are constructed from overlaps detected in the set of redundant reads. After
graph construction, the genome sequence is inferred by searching the most likely genome
path within the graph. The main challenge arises from repetitive elements that are often
frequent within genomes and induce complex graph structures that hinder the elucidation of
the genome sequence/path.

The type of genome graph constructed [155, 161] is intrinsically related to the kind of overlap
detected in the set of redundant reads. Variable-length overlaps, supporting a certain degree
of divergence, lead to the construction of a string graph [155], while fixed-length exact overlaps
lead to the construction of a co-called de Bruijn graph [161]. Historically, the popularity of
the latter type of graph has been dictated by the sequencing technology available to assemble
a genome.

A de Bruijn graph is the preferred choice for assembling genomes from accurate short-read
data because its construction avoids entirely the all-vs-all read comparison that becomes
computationally intractable when we have millions of short-reads. The development of new
long-read technologies rescued the string graph from oblivion, as higher error rates and longer
readouts permit the computation of longer inexact overlaps that span the genome repeats and
in turn reduce the complexity of the string graphs. Nowadays, short and long read technologies
are commonly combined to achieve accurate and chromosome-scale genome reconstructions.

Yet, despite the current spread of long-read technologies, short-read machines still are leading
by far the sequence data generation. A recent report of the European Nucleotide Archive
indicates that more than 79 trillion reads and 12,546 trillion bases [6] have been stored.
Interestingly, the average read length is 158 base pairs. We can infer that more than 99% of
the sequence data stored in one of the largest sequence repositories have been generated using
short-read technologies, which reinforces the contemporary relevance of developing algorithms
based on a de Bruijn graph approach. Moreover, de Bruijn graphs have been successfully
applied to assemble other kinds of omic data such as transcriptomic [68] and metagenomic
[114]. Transcriptomic and metagenomic data resemble sRNA-seq data in the sense that the
sequencing experiments aim to profile the abundance of a group of genes or of meta-genomes.
Overall, a de Bruijn graph thus still plays a central role in genomics due to its favorable
features for encoding different types of omic data.
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We therefore believe that if we use a consistent structure such as a de Bruijn graph to organize
the sRNA-seq reads, we can better infer the putative miRNAs.

1.6 Overview of the thesis.

This thesis is structured in the following way. In Chapter 1, I present the basic concepts to
be able to follow the next chapters. In Chapter 2, I present experimental and bioinformatic
analyses of dual miRNA-seq and mRNA-seq data obtained by profiling the host-pathogen
interaction of Sus scrofa and the bacterium Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. The aim of this
work was to unravel the gene miRNA regulatory network orchestrating such interaction.
My contribution to this project was to perform the computational analyses to first identify,
quantify and annotate miRNAs as well as to build a workflow to create in silico miRNA-
mRNA regulatory networks at genome scale. In this Chapter, I also introduce some more
relevant concepts that will be key for the next chapters. The results described in this chapter
were published in Scientific Reports [152], where I am the second author (there are two first
authors).
The "on hand" experience with current state-of-the-art tools for miRNA discovery and miRNA
target prediction was essential to identify the weaknesses of the current tools and therefore
the potential algorithmic lines of research, which turned out to be related to the first step of
miRNA analysis, namely the identification of miRNAs. In Chapter 3, I present the BrumiR
algorithm, which is the main contribution of the current PhD thesis. BrumiR is a new
algorithm that can discover miRNAs without a reference genome. Additionally, Chapter 3
introduced another tool, miRsim, that simulates sRNA-seq data and was key to develop and
benchmark BrumiR with synthetic datasets where the ground-truth is controlled. Both tools
are part of the BrumiR toolkit, which is freely available in Github (https://github.com/
camoragaq).
Although, predicting miRNAs without a reference genome is useful for non-model species,
when a reference or draft genome is available it should be integrated into the miRNA dis-
covery. In Chapter 4, I present the BrumiR2Reference tool that can integrate a refer-
ence genome to further refine the miRNA predictions made by BrumiR. Additionally, we
present a benchmark of the performance BrumiR using real public data from plant and
animal species. Moreover, we demonstrate the effectiveness of the BrumiR toolkit for dis-
covering novel miRNAs using sRNA-seq data generated from Arabidopsis thaliana roots.
The latter sRNA-data and experiments were generated by collaborators from Chile. The
BrumiR2reference tool is also part of the BrumiR toolkit and is freely available in
GitHub(https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR).
The results presented in Chapters 3 and 4 are described in a manuscript already submitted
to a journal, where I am the first author. Additionally, we have deposited our manuscript in
the BioRxiv repository (https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.07.240689) and all the code of
the BrumiR toolkit is freely available in GitHub (https://github.com/camoragaq).

https://github.com/camoragaq
https://github.com/camoragaq
https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR
https://doi.org/10.1101/2020.08.07.240689
https://github.com/camoragaq
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In summary, we can divide the results of the present thesis in two big parts. The first one
focused on sRNA-seq data analysis, while the second one focused on the development of new
algorithms to advance on the discovery of miRNAs.
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2.1 Introduction.

Respiratory diseases are among the major health problems in the pig farming industry. My-
coplasma hyopneumoniae is the causative agent of swine enzootic pneumonia, a chronic res-
piratory disease that affects herds worldwide. Although M. hyopneumoniae does not cause
high mortality, it is considered the most expensive pathogen for swine production [133]. This
is mainly due to the costs of treatment and vaccination and to losses related to decreased
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animal performance. In addition, M. hyopneumoniae is essential for the establishment of
secondary pathogens in the host, which leads to a significant increase in mortality [132]. M.
hyopneumoniae attaches to the cilia of the tracheal epithelial cells with participation of ad-
hesins [48], resulting in ciliostasis and cell death [43]. Besides adhesins, virulence factors are
not well understood in this bacterium. Nevertheless, a recent study from our group indicated
hydrogen peroxide production from glycerol and myo-inositol metabolism as important traits
that might be related with pathogenesis and with the predominance of M. hyopneumoniae in
the swine respiratory tract [58].

MicroRNAs belong to a class of small non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) of 18-24 nucleotides (nt) in
part responsible for post-transcriptional gene regulation in eukaryotes. These evolutionarily
conserved molecules influence fundamental biological processes, including cell proliferation,
differentiation, apoptosis, immune response, and metabolism [15, 129]. The binding of miR-
NAs to target mRNAs changes the mRNA stability and translation efficiency [105], leading
to degradation, suppression or up-regulation of the target mRNAs [15, 51]. Interactions be-
tween miRNA and mRNA are complex; one single miRNA can target a large number of genes
belonging to diverse functional groups. Alternatively, the 3’-UTR of a single mRNA can be
targeted by multiple miRNAs [120, 92]. By modulating miRNA abundance, it is thus possible
to fine-tune the expression of proteins within the cell in a very precise manner [15, 92].

Recently, it was widely reported that miRNAs can be packed into exosomes and transferred
to neighboring or distant cells to regulate cell function [193, 173, 31, 129]. Exosomes are
small membrane vesicles (50-150 nm) released from eukaryotic cells both constitutively and
upon induction, under normal and pathological conditions [173, 176]. These vesicles are
involved in several cellular functions and have the potential to selectively interact with specific
target cells [164, 59]. In addition to miRNAs, exosomes can transmit information among cells
by transferring proteins, lipids and nucleic acids that seem to be selected non-randomly,
with some specific populations of molecules being preferentially packaged into the vesicles
[173, 176]. As an efficient cellular signaling and communication system, the release of exosomes
by infected host cells has been recognized as a common phenomenon, in some cases beneficial
to the host and in others beneficial to the pathogen [185].

Host-pathogen interactions result in signaling and physiological modifications in the host cells
that induce differential miRNA expression and miRNA-mediated post-transcriptional regu-
lation of genes involved in immune response and several other cellular pathways [154, 14].
Therefore, simultaneous identification of differentially expressed miRNAs and mRNAs pro-
vides a comprehensive view on host-pathogen interactions during the infection and the disease
establishment process. In recent years, efforts have been made to identify miRNAs regulated
by infection in several mammalian hosts [105, 188, 143, 14]. However, the identification of
miRNAs during infection of swine cells with M. hyopneumoniae has not been investigated so
far. To improve our understanding on the M. hyopneumoniae-host interaction, we sequenced
and analyzed both the mRNAs and miRNAs of a swine tracheal epithelial cell line infected
with M. hyopneumoniae strain J. In addition, we identified miRNAs differentially expressed
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(DE) in the extracellular milieu and in exosome-like vesicles released by the infected cells,
which play an important role in cell-cell communication and in the dissemination of host and
pathogen-derived molecules during infection [176]. The simultaneous identification of miR-
NAs and mRNAs will help us draw a full picture of the changes in gene expression and the
possible regulatory mechanisms of host cells during the disease establishment.

2.2 Implementation

2.2.1 Experimental procedure

M. hyopneumoniae strain J adhered to NPTr cells

To analyze the differential expression of New-born Pig Trachea (NPTr) cells during the in-
fection with M. hyopneumoniae, we first observed the infection by immunofluorescence mi-
croscopy. These analyses were performed to detect the adherence of M. hyopneumoniae strain
J to NPTr cells. Figure 2.1 shows the co-localization of M. hyopneumoniae with NPTr cells,
corroborating the success of the infection. As few bacteria adhered to the cells within a short
period of time (1 h vs 24 h), we chose to analyze the transcriptional alterations of NPTr cells
at 24 h post-infection. M. hyopneumoniae strain J was chosen because previous infection
assays showed that highly virulent strains, such as 7448 or 7422, damaged the host cells and
we were not able to recover RNA with good sequencing quality. Although this strain is con-
sidered attenuated and incapable of causing disease in vivo [220, 214], our results show that
M. hyopneumoniae is capable of adhering to the swine epithelial cells, as previously reported
by Burnett et al. (2006) [28].
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Figure S1. Analysis of M. hyopneumoniae adherence to swine epithelial cells 1 h and 24 h post-infection. Results of the 
immunofluorescence microscopy indicating adherence of M. hyopneumoniae to the membrane of the swine cells. After 1 h few 
mycoplasmas were adhered to the host cells if compared to 24 h. Eukaryotic cell membranes were labeled with mouse anti-Sodium/
Potassium ATPase alpha (red), M. hyopneumoniae was detected with rabbit anti-SPAseI (green) and nuclei were stained with DAPI 
(blue). NPTr - non-infected cells. NPTr+MHP - NPTr cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae strain J.
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Figure 2.1 – Analysis of M. hyopneumoniae adherence to swine epithelial cells 1 h
and 24 h post-infection. Results of the immunofluorescence microscopy indicating
adherence of M. hyopneumoniae to the membrane of the swine cells. After 1 h few
mycoplasmas were adhered to the host cells if compared to 24 h. Eukaryotic cell
membranes were labeled with mouse anti-Sodium/ Potassium ATPase alpha (red), M.
hyopneumoniae was detected with rabbit anti-SPAseI (green) and nuclei were stained
with DAPI (blue). NPTr - non-infected cells. NPTr+MHP - NPTr cells infected with
M. hyopneumoniae strain J.

Sample preparation, RNA extraction and sequencing

For mRNA sequencing, a total of 6 samples were prepared: 3 in a control group (CTL)
and 3 in the infected group (INF). For miRNA sequencing, we prepared the samples as
follows: total intracellular miRNA (INTRA: 3 CTL vs 3 INF), total extracellular small RNA
(EXTRA: 2 CTL vs 2 INF), extracellular exosomal miRNA (EXO: 1 pool CTL vs 1 pool
INF) and extracellular miRNA from vesicle-free supernatant (SN: 1 pool CTL vs 1 pool INF:
a single library was constructed from a pool of 50 biological replicates). Total RNA for mRNA
sequencing and sRNA enriched (< 200bp) for sRNA sequencing and miRNA analyses were
extracted with mirVana kit (Ambion), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. Total
extracellular RNA for sRNA sequencing was directly extracted from the culture NPTr cell
supernatant after centrifugation of cell debris. Exosome sRNA was extracted after vesicle
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purification. RNA quality was assessed with Bioanalyzer 2100 (Agilent Genomics). A total
of 6 mRNA libraries were prepared (one for each sample) using TruSeq Stranded Total RNA
Sample Preparation kit (Illumina) and a total of 14 small RNA libraries were prepared using
TruSeq Small RNA Sample Prep kit (Illumina). After quality control, the sequencing of
all libraries was performed by HiSeq2500 platform (Illumina). RNA library preparation and
sequencing was performed by the Duke University GCB Sequencing Platform (Durham, USA).

2.2.2 Computational analysis of sequencing data.

Preprocessing of raw reads.

The reads from sRNA-seq and total RNA-seq were processed separately. The raw reads were
filtered for low quality, and adapter sequences were trimmed with CutAdapt [137]. Total
mRNA-seq clean reads were mapped against the porcine reference genome from Ensembl
(Sscrofa10.2) with Star [49] and the raw counts of genes were obtained with HTSeq [7].
Only uniquely mapped reads were used for further analyses.
For miRNA prediction, clean sRNA-seq reads were mapped against the porcine genome with
Bowtie [102]. We used intracellular samples as input for miRDeep2 [62] and kept predictions
that had a score of at least 5. After this, we collapsed similar predictions and obtained a total
of 773 clusters (773 miRNAs), of which 478 were novel miRNAs. We created a porcine
miRNA DB (ssc-miRNA-DB), by including the 411 annotated porcine miRNAs in version 21
of miRBase [70, 96] along with the 722 miRNAs characterized by Martini et al. (2014) [138]
and our novel predictions. Reads from all samples were mapped against this database and a
matrix of counts was generated in order to identify DE miRNAs.

Differential expression of mRNA data

Raw counts were used as input for DE gene analysis. We detected possible DE genes in
both EdgeR [171] and DESeq2 [126] packages in R. DESeq2 was run for genes that had a
total count of at least 10 in all libraries, with the method’s default normalization. EdgeR
was used with TMM normalization and general linear model fit, only for genes with cpm
greater than 1 in at least 2 libraries. After testing, the adjusted p-values (p-adj) for both
methods were adjusted with the Benjamini-Hochberg [17] correction for multitesting. Genes
were considered DE when p-adj < 0.05 and genes with the most pronounced logFC were
selected individually for further investigation. Overall, DESeq2 detected more significant
p-adj with less accentuated LogFC, while EdgeR detected less significant false discovery
rates (FDR) with more extreme LogFCs. Both techniques have been widely used separately
and together in several publications, and in order to select good candidates for testing, we
took into account the results of both methods. For GO functional analyses, we also used the
complete list of DE genes whenever LogFC was greater than 0.1 (up-regulated) or smaller
than −0.1 (down-regulated). The complete lists from each method were used separately, and
we compared the overall outcomes to check the robustness of our results.
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Differential expression of miRNA data

The same pipeline used for DE mRNA was performed for total intracellular and total extra-
cellular miRNAs, since we had biological replicates in both cases. In the case where we had no
replicates (instead, a single library was constructed from a pool of 50 biological replicates), we
used GFold [56] which provides a generalized fold change for ranking DE genes. GFold is
said to overcome the shortcomings of p-value and fold change of the existing methods and can
provide a more stable and biological meaningful gene ranking when a single biological repli-
cate is available. In this case, we selected miRNAs with GFold > 2 or < −2 for functional
analyses.

miRNA target prediction

DE miRNAs were used as input to detect putative interactions with the UTRs of Ensembl
transcripts in the porcine genome. We used three methods to detect target pairs: miRanda
[18], TargetScan [111] and Pita [90], and one method to validate the hybridization of a
target pair, RNAhybrid [98]. We kept only targets that were predicted by at least two
distinct tools and used the following thresholds: score in miRanda > 140, DDG from Pita
< −5, score in RNAhybrid < −15. Since TargetScan does not provide a continuous
scoring system, we only validated whenever there was a prediction of at least 6mers. Based
on these, we chose from the target list only genes that were detected as DE in this study, and
subsequentially we only considered target pairs of miRNA-mRNA that had inversed LogFC
expression.

Functional analysis of DE mRNAs and targets of DE miRNAs

Functional analysis took into account as input either the list of DE mRNAs itself or the list of
targets predicted for the DE miRNAs. We performed a GO enrichment analysis [11] to find
out which functions were over or underrepresented in each gene list. P-values for enriched
GO terms were adjusted with the Benjamini-Hochberg [17] correction for multitesting. GO
terms and pathways with p-adj < 0.05 were defined as significantly enriched. The GO terms
were reduced to representative non redundant terms with the use of the Revigo tool [190].

Regulatory network reconstruction and analysis

We created a general regulatory network of the host response to the bacterial infection with the
DE miRNAs and target mRNAs detected in this study (Figure 2.2 and 2.1). In this network,
we also included information about interactions from the BioGRID v3.4 database [189, 29],
a general repository that includes experimentally validated physical and genetic interactions.
We used human-based official gene symbols to include information from BioGRID, Cytoscape
[178] to draw the networks, and the ClueGO plugin [19] to perform functional enrichment
analysis. We further manually curated the networks for genes and miRNAs related with redox
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Figure S9. Complete network of permissive and repressive pairs. The complete network is also provided in .cys format (Supplementary 
File S1) for direct browsing and manipulation in Cytoscape software.
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Figure 2.2 – Complete network of permissive and repressive pairs.

homeostasis (permissive regulatory network), as well as cytoskeleton and cilia (repressive
regulatory network).

2.3 Results and discussion

2.3.1 mRNA expression profiles and differential expression

A total of 6 mRNA libraries were generated with the Illumina HiSeq2500 platform. A sum-
mary of the samples is provided in Table 2.1 and a diagram to explain the experimental
design is given in Figure 2.3. The raw reads were submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read
Archive under accession number PRJNA545822. After removing adapters and filtering low
quality reads, mRNA-seq yielded around 40 million paired-end reads in all 6 samples (approx.
97% of raw reads). Trimming and mapping information for each mRNA sample is available
in Table 2.2. Around 85% of the filtered reads were mapped against the porcine genome
(Sscrofa10.2 - Ensembl release 89) and 40% against annotated genes (Table 2.2).
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Sample ID Sample Name RNA Type Compartment Condition Replicates
mRNA 1-3 mRNA CTRL mRNA Intracellular Control

3mRNA 4-6 mRNA INF Infected with MHP
sRNA 1-3 sRNA INTRA CTRL

sRNA

Intracellular Control
sRNA 4-6 sRNA INTRA INF Infected with MHP
sRNA 7-8 sRNA EXTRA CTRL

Extracellular

Total extracellular sRNA Control 2sRNA 9-10 sRNA EXTRA INF Infected with MHP
sRNA 11 sRNA EXO CTRL sRNA from exosome-

like vesicles
Control Pool (50

biological
replicates)

sRNA 12 sRNA EXO INF Infected with MHP
sRNA 13 sRNA SN CTRL sRNA from vesicle-

free supernatant
Control

sRNA 14 sRNA SN INF Infected with MHP

Table 2.1 – Samples detailed information. The experimental design with the de-
scription of the samples is also explained in Figure 2.3
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Sample Total Reads (R1+R2) Total Trimmed Read Pairs Aligned Left Aligned Right Pairs Aligned Total Alignments Secondary Alignments Non-Unique Alignments Unmapped Pairs Ambiguous Alignments No Feature Assigned Alignments to Genes
mRNA-1 88791632 43426720 37666684 37662008 37659633 86964046 11635354 17712828 13472366 443713 34435182 33813022
mRNA-2 88784090 43409632 37675978 37670828 37668638 86921423 11574617 17630879 13446814 440268 35251398 33041365
mRNA-3 87578734 43015169 37241617 37236499 37234429 86164756 11686640 17785255 13109876 439663 33951415 33420852
mRNA-4 87675314 42542644 36246879 36242036 36239757 84094240 11605325 17675070 15195800 478277 32366300 33005672
mRNA-5 84147016 40642408 34914105 34909268 34906777 80081455 10258082 15822818 14333462 479483 31738860 31516727
mRNA-6 85290308 41713742 36191794 36187102 36184627 83290355 10911459 16712505 12921054 480276 33114548 32452809

Table 2.2 – Number of total, filtered and processed reads mRNA samples.
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DE Genes DESeq2 EdgeR UP/DOWN

Gene ID
Associated

Gene
Name

Description LogFC P-adj LogFC P-adj

ENSSSCG00000028871 LOC396866 Cystatin-A1 0.691 4,35E-24 * 5.375 1.02E-14 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000030385 C3 Complement C3 1.427 4.69E-63 2.698 2.60E-43 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000021728 LGALS2 Galectin 2 0.646 5,38E-15 * 1.507 3.71E-05 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000028525 SAA3 Serum Amyloid A3 0.841 4.67E-25 1.211 2.88E-21 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000001101 SCGN Secretagogin, EF-Hand Calcium Binding Protein 0.554 6.74E-09 1.018 9.06E-05 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000028982 AKR1C4 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1 Member C4 0.869 2.61E-76 0.953 4.61E-54 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000025277 AKR1CL1 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1, Member C-Like 1 0.866 3.96E-76 0.949 5.46E-54 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000004678 DUOX2 Dual Oxidase 2 0.515 1.99E-09 0.721 6.93E-09 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000010146 LGALS8 Galectin 8 0.453 1.41E-06 0.691 2.39E-15 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000025273 CYP11A1 Cytochrome P450 Family 11 Subfamily A Member 1 0.51 1.39E-11 0.648 3.80E-11 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000003402 PGD Phosphogluconate Dehydrogenase 0.611 3.62E-61 0.647 2.71E-36 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000008959 CXCL2 C-X-C Motif Chemokine Ligand 2 0.491 5.15E-13 0.59 1.10E-11 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000007435 PLTP Phospholipid Transfer Protein 0.436 7.49E-09 0.544 3.54E-08 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000010853 EPHX1 Epoxide Hydrolase 1 0.444 5.20E-15 0.503 1.76E-06 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000000843 TXNRD1 Thioredoxin Reductase 1 0.426 7.45E-14 0.482 7.33E-13 Upregulated
ENSSSCG00000017135 ZNF750 Zinc Finger Protein 750 -0.741 7,84E-26 * -4.899 3.43E-15 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000009399 CYSLTR2 Cysteinyl Leukotriene Receptor 2 -0.439 1,01E-07 * -1.034 2.57E-02 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000013401 DKK3 Dickkopf WNT Signaling Pathway Inhibitor 3 -0.581 5.15E-13 -0.774 1.35E-12 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000016273 HTR2B 5-Hydroxytryptamine Receptor 2B -0.434 1.37E-05 -0.735 2.12E-03 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000014232 LOX Lysyl Oxidase -0.464 1.06E-06 -0.718 1.39E-04 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000011217 NEK10 NIMA Related Kinase 10 -0.418 2.80E-05 -0.689 4.20E-03 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000003810 UBE2U Ubiquitin Conjugating Enzyme E2 U (Putative) -0.392 1.38E-04 -0.676 8.30E-03 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000011441 TNNC1 Troponin C1, Slow Skeletal And Cardiac Type -0.399 5.92E-05 -0.633 3.27E-03 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000015413 FGL2 Fibrinogen Like 2 -0.487 1.81E-15 -0.554 1.64E-14 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000008334 MXD1 MAX Dimerization Protein 1 -0.385 3.21E-06 -0.486 3.02E-05 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000027157 SLC40A1 Solute Carrier Family 40 Member 1 -0.365 1.23E-05 -0.462 3.19E-05 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000006072 VPS13B Vacuolar Protein Sorting 13 Homolog B -0.359 4.30E-05 -0.469 5.52E-04 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000028322 BTG2 BTG Anti-Proliferation Factor 2 -0.394 2.61E-09 -0.452 2.29E-04 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000016059 STAT4 Signal Transducer And Activator Of Transcription 4 -0.354 6.36E-06 -0.43 6.75E-05 Downregulated
ENSSSCG00000028196 MFF Mitochondrial Fission Factor -0.352 6.40E-06 -0.427 3.85E-05 Downregulated
* In the cases where EdgeR detected a DE gene with high significance and the padj was not calculated in DESeq2 due to the presence of one outlier, we
checked case by case and validated as DE, whenever suitable. The adjusted P-value showed in these cases is the value calculated prior to multitest for
demonstration purposes only.

Table 2.3 – Selected up- and down-regulated genes. Information about the top
15 up- and 15 down-regulated DE genes from both the DeSeq2 and EdgeR methods.
Ordered by LogFC calculated by EdgeR.

We detected a total of 20,274 (out of 23,215) genes expressed with at least 10 counts across
the 6 mRNA libraries from NPTr cells. Then a DE analysis was performed using DESeq2
and EdgeR. We detected 1,268 DE genes (p-adj < 0.05, 517 up-regulated and 751 down-
regulated), from which 502 were common to two well known methods for the detections of DE
genes, 721 were exclusive to DESeq2 and 45 were exclusive to EdgeR. Information from the
top 15 up-regulated and down-regulated DE genes is provided in Table 2.3. The results of gene
ontology (GO) enrichment analysis for up-regulated and down-regulated genes in DESeq2
are shown separately in Figure 2.4 (p-adj < 0.05 and absolute fold enrichment ≥ 0.1). For the
up-regulated genes, the enriched terms either in biological process (BP), molecular function
(MF) or cellular component (CC) were related to protein synthesis (translation/ribosome),
oxidation reduction activity and cell-cell communication (such as exosomes, anchoring and
focal adhesion functions) (Figure 2.4A). For the down-regulated genes, the majority of the
overrepresented terms in all three GO categories were related to cell cycle, cell division, cilia
and cytoskeleton (Figure 2.4B).
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Figure 2.3 – Experimental design of samples. Eukaryotic cells express mRNAs and
miRNAs and also export some of these molecules to the extracellular environment
in vesicles or in free form. Therefore, besides analyzing differential expression of in-
tracellular mRNA samples (mRNA), we also analyzed DE miRNAs in distinct cell
compartments. In this way, we extracted sRNAs from: i) cells (INTRA); ii) from the
medium of cultured cells, which contained all kinds of vesicles released by the cells (mi-
crovesicles, exosomes, apoptotic bodies, etc) as well as free-living sRNAs (EXTRA);
iii) from exosome-like vesicles released by cells (EXO); and iv) from the supernatant
of the ultracentrifugation of exosome-like vesicles, which contained free-living miRNAs
(SN). The sRNAs of all these sources were sequenced and the differential expression
between infected and non infected samples was analyzed.
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M. hyopneumoniae elicited an antioxidant response and induced the accu-
mulation of NRF2 in the nuclei of NPTr cells

Among the up-regulated genes, we found several ones related to immune response and in-
flammation, such as C3 complement, SAA3, chemokines (CXCL2 and CCL20 ) and galectins
(LGALS2 and LGALS8 ). Interestingly, we also detected 64 up-regulated genes related to
redox homeostasis and antioxidant defense (Table 2.4). We observed that 46 out of 64 have
already been described as targets of the nuclear factor erythroid 2-related factor 2 (NRF2)
in closely related species (Table 2.4). This transcription factor is involved in the protection
of the cell against oxidative damage through transcription activation of cytoprotective genes
[37, 130]. More specifically, several studies have shown the protective role of NRF2 in bacterial
lung infections in rodents, being a critical factor for assembling the innate immune response
in the host [192, 12, 167, 67].

Indeed, M. hyopneumoniae infection induced the expression of genes related to the two biggest
redox systems in NPTr cells - glutathione (GGT1, GGT5, GGLC, GSR) and thioredoxin
(TXNRD1, PRDX5, PRDX6 ) -, and also genes coding for NADPH-regenerating enzymes
(used by the aforementioned redox systems), as analogously reported for activation of NRF2
targets in mice [89]. Moreover, a number of antioxidant genes and genes coding for detoxi-
fication enzymes (such as the AKR gene family, NQO1, HMOX and GST ) which were up-
regulated during M. hyopneumoniae infection, were also reported to be activated by NRF2
[89] (Table 2.4). We performed a Fisher’s exact test to compare the proportion of genes
within the genome expected to be targets of NRF2 with the proportion of up-regulated genes
putatively regulated by this transcription factor. The results indicate an extremely signifi-
cant correlation of an NRF2 target being an upregulated gene (p-value < 0.00001, Table 2.5).
The up-regulation of several targets of NRF2 was further validated by reverse-transcription
quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR) and the results are available in Figure 2.5.
One of the many compounds known to activate the NRF2 pathway is hydrogen peroxide
[60]. The production of hydrogen peroxide was previously described to have an important
cytotoxic effect in several Mycoplasma species, such as M. pneumoniae [75] and M. mycoides
subsp. mycoides [194]. More specifically, the cytotoxity of M. mycoides subsp. mycoides was
correlated to the bacterium’s ability to translocate hydrogen peroxide directly into the host
cell [20]. Previously, we have identified that M. hyopneumoniae was capable of producing this
toxic product from glycerol metabolism [58]. Although the production of hydrogen peroxide
by the M. hyopneumoniae strain J was not detected in that work, novel analyses indicate
that in conditions where glucose is scarce, the attenuated strain J is able to produce this
toxic metabolite (Figure 2.6). In addition, we were able to detect hydrogen peroxide in the
medium of the NPTr cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae in the presence of glycerol (Figure
2.6.C). Although the production was higher in the cells infected with the pathogenic strain
7448, M. hyopneumoniae strain J was also able to produce the toxic product, indicating
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that both strains could potentially cause oxidative damage to the host cells. These results
are in accordance with the gene expression of the putative enzyme responsible for hydrogen
peroxide production (GlpO) in M. hyopneumoniae strain J, which did not differ from the
pathogenic strains [58]. During infection in general, bacteria need to compete with host cells
(and other organisms in the environment) for glucose and other energy sources. For instance,
in M. pneumoniae, Halbedel et al. (2004) [74] showed that even though glucose was the most
efficient carbon source for biomass yield (as is the case for M. hyopneumoniae), the authors
propose that glycerol is not only a carbon source, but it could be used by this species as
an indicator that they reached their preferred ecological niche, a lipid-rich mucosal surface.
Thus, it is plausible to say that M. hyopneumoniae also uses glycerol as a carbon source in
vivo, however whether this is a result of competition against other fast-growing bacteria or if
this species is targeting a glycerol-rich niche, we cannot affirm at this point. What we can
affirm is that glycerol is not the most efficient carbon source for both M. pneumoniae and
M. hyopneumoniae, and yet these species make use of it for energy uptake and also for other
advantages, such as hydrogen peroxide production. Thus, it is possible that the hydrogen
peroxide produced by M. hyopneumoniae strain J as a result of glycerol metabolism might
be one of the triggers that activated the transcription factor NRF2.

It has been demonstrated in other species that NRF2 is largely regulated at the post-transcriptional
level by its sub-cellular distribution, which is controlled by the Kelch-like ECH-associated pro-
tein (KEAP1). Under normal conditions, a portion of NRF2 is retained in the cytoplasm via
its interaction to KEAP1 and it is subsequently ubiquitinated and degraded by the protea-
some. In response to oxidative stress, reactive cysteines in KEAP1 are modified, generating
conformational changes in the complex and releasing NRF2, which is translocated and accu-
mulates into the nucleus [89, 21, 130]. In our analysis, we did not detect a difference in the
expression of the mRNAs of NRF2 (base mean expression around 8000 reads, a logFC be-
tween infected and non-infected conditions close to zero and a non-significant adjusted p-value
of 0.99) and KEAP1 (base mean expression around 4500 reads, logFC between infected and
non-infected conditions close to zero and non-significant adjusted p-value of 0.94). However,
we were able to demonstrate by confocal immunofluorescence microscopy (Figure 2.7) that
both the attenuated and the virulent strains of M. hyopneumoniae induced a statistically
significant accumulation of this transcription factor in the nuclei of NPTr cells (Figure 2.7B).
In the nucleus, NRF2 is able to recognize and bind to antioxidant response element (ARE)
motifs in the promoter region of target genes, activating their transcription [157]. In this work,
we detected at least one conserved ARE sequence upstream the start codon in the promoter
regions of 44 out of the 46 NRF2 predicted targets (with stringent search to TG/TAnnnnGC)
with the use of fuzznuc software from EMBOSSv6.6.0 package [170].

In this way, it seems that M. hyopneumoniae infection has the potential to cause oxidative
stress to the host cells, which in turn activate antioxidant response genes induced by NRF2
to fight the infection and maintain cellular homeostasis. We believe that this oxidative stress
was in part related to the hydrogen peroxide produced by this bacterium, although more
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experiments are needed to prove the association between this mechanism and the up-regulation
of antioxidant response genes.

M. hyopneumoniae induced down-regulation of cytoskeleton and ciliary
genes as well as a decrease of actin stress fibers in NPTr cells

We identified several down-regulated genes related to ciliary function, cytoskeleton and cell
cycle/cell division. The impairment of the ciliary motility is a well-known effect caused by
several Mycoplasma respiratory species [9], such as M. pneumoniae and M. gallisepticum
[2, 30]. It is also well established that M. hyopneumoniae attaches to cilia of epithelial
cells and promotes ciliostasis and loss of cilia, causing damage to the mucociliary apparatus
[43, 214]. Therefore, our hypothesis is that one of the reasons for epithelial damage, besides
physical adhesion, could be associated with modulations in gene expression induced by the
infection, which is a running hypothesis for at least two epithelial pathogens from the genus
Mycobacterium [142]. In agreement with this hypothesis, we were able to identify the down-
regulation of genes coding for axonemal dyneins (DNAH11, DNAH12, DNAI2, DNAL1 ),
which are essential for the ciliary motility [94]. In addition, genes necessary for axonemal
dynein assembly (DYX1C1 ) [191], genes related to ciliogenesis (CEP162, DCDC2, MACF1,
IFT57 )[198, 177, 144, 180], ciliary polarization (INTU ) [213], ciliary beating (MYO1D) [78]
and several others in which the mutation or knockout is associated with ciliopathies (LRRC6,
MNS1, AK7 ) [57, 218, 83] were down-regulated in the infected cells (Table 2.6). Interestingly,
in line with our results, a recent study compared the transcriptional response of unvaccinated
and vaccinated chicken infected with M. gallisepticum and the authors identified enrichment
of GO terms in down-regulated genes related to cilia and cytoskeleton in unvaccinated animals
[10]. Protein functions encoded by the top down-regulated genes were involved in microtubule
assembly and stability, axonemal dynein complex assembly, and formation and motor move-
ment of cilia, indicating that at least in one Mycoplasma species the ciliary damage caused
by infection could be also explained by the down-regulation of genes involved in the ciliary
function.

Besides ciliary genes, we also detected the down-regulation of cytoskeleton-related genes,
both from microtubules and actin filaments, involved in the organization, rearrangement and
stability of these structures (Table 2.6). It was previously described that the intracellular
species M. penetrans is able to trigger reorganization of the host cell cystoskeleton, promoting
aggregation of tubulin and α-actinin and condensation of phosphorylated proteins [66]. To
investigate if M. hyopneumoniae indeed affected the host cell cytoskeleton, we verified the
organization of actin fibers in infected cells by confocal immunofluorescence microscopy. The
actin stress fibers were notably less evident in the infected cells, as opposed to the control
condition, in which they were abundant and more evenly distributed (Figure 2.8). However,
whenever present in the infected conditions, these stress fibers were either disorganized and/or
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at the periphery of the cells. These results corroborate studies from Raymond et al. (2018)
[165], which suggested that this species induces cytoskeletal rearrangements in the porcine
respiratory tract. Although actin is not a major component of the ciliary axoneme, actin
cytoskeleton has been implicated in every stage of ciliogenesis and many aspects of ciliary
function [148], directly associating these two down-regulated functions. In addition, it has
recently been shown that M. hyopneumoniae expresses surface-accessible actin-binding pro-
teins and that the host’s extracellular actin may act as a receptor for this bacterium in PK-15
epithelial cells [166], indicating its importance for successful infection. Furthermore, the re-
duction of visible actin stress fibers caused by M. hyopneumoniae may also be related to
the activation of NRF2, since the actin cytoskeleton is a scaffold necessary to maintain the
transcription factor in the cytoplasm [88].
We also identified the down-regulation of cytoskeleton-related genes that play a role during
cell division, such as BUB1B, CENP-I, NEK2 and SPAG5. Many of these genes are involved
with the mitotic spindle and chromosome segregation [131, 93, 202, 22, 201, 207, 140, 196].
Genes encoding microtubule dependent motor proteins that physically affect chromosome seg-
regation, such as kinesins (usually up-regulated during mitosis) [38], as well as genes related
to cell cycle progression were down-regulated during infection. These results suggest a re-
pression of cell division of infected cells. The manipulation of cell cycle by pathogens has
been extensively reported, with different pathogens being able to arrest different points of
the cell cycle [182, 136, 85, 3]. Therefore, it is possible that M. hyopneumoniae infection also
interferes with the host cell cycle.

2.3.2 miRNA expression profiles

A total of 14 small RNA (sRNA) libraries were generated with the Illumina HiSeq2500 plat-
form. A complete description of the samples is provided in Table 2.1 and Figure 2.3. The
raw reads were submitted to the NCBI Sequence Read Archive under accession number PR-
JNA545822. After removing adapters and filtering low quality reads, sRNA-seq yielded from
1 to 21 million single-end clean reads. Trimming and mapping information for each sRNA
sample is given in Table 2.7.
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Figure 1. Significantly enriched Gene Ontology functions of DE mRNAs. A. Up-regulated genes were enriched in terms
related to protein synthesis, oxidation-reduction activity and cell-cell communication (such as exosomes, anchoring and focal
adhesion), either in biological process (BP), molecular function (MF) or cellular component (CC). B. Down-regulated genes
showed an enrichment of terms related to cytoskeleton, ciliary function, cell cycle and cell division in all the three categories of
GO.
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Figure 2.4 – Significantly enriched Gene Ontology functions of DE mRNAs.
A. Up-regulated genes were enriched in terms related to protein synthesis, oxidation-
reduction activity and cell-cell communication (such as exosomes, anchoring and fo-
cal adhesion), either in biological process (BP), molecular function (MF) or cellular
component (CC). B. Down-regulated genes showed an enrichment of terms related to
cytoskeleton, ciliary function, cell cycle and cell division in all the three categories of
GO.
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DE Genes DESeq2 EdgeR Reference1

Gene ID Associated
Gene Name Description LogFC padj LogFC FDR

ENSSSCG00000028982 AKR1C4 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1 Member C4 0.869 2.61E-76 0.953 4.61E-54 Hayes & McMahon, 2009 [77]
ENSSSCG00000025277 AKR1CL1 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1, Member C-Like 1 0.866 3.96E-76 0.949 5.46E-54 Hayes & McMahon, 2009[77]
ENSSSCG00000003402 PGD Phosphogluconate Dehydrogenase 0.611 3.62E-61 0.647 2,71E-36 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000025273 CYP11A1+ Cytochrome P450 Family 11 Subfamily A Member 1 0.510 1.39E-11 0.648 3.80E-11
ENSSSCG00000010853 EPHX1 Epoxide Hydrolase 1 0.444 5.20E-15 0.503 1.76E-06 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000014540 FTH1 Ferritin Heavy Chain 1 0.436 1.81E-24 0.470 1.85E-14 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000003153 FTL Ferritin Light Chain 0.427 1.25E-24 0.459 5.31E-14 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000000843 TXNRD1 Thioredoxin Reductase 1 0.426 7.45E-14 0.482 7.33E-13 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014[76]
ENSSSCG00000002754 NQO1 NAD(P)H Quinone Dehydrogenase 1 0.415 7.89E-18 0.456 1.64E-12 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000002626 GSTA1+ Glutathione S-Transferase A1 0.407 1.02E-12 0.461 4.18E-09 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000016312 UGT1A6+ UDP Glucuronosyltransferase Family 1 Member A6 0.367 1.88E-18 0.394 7.49E-12 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014[76]
ENSSSCG00000011147 AKR1C1 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 1 Member C1 0.360 1.28E-04 0.511 1.20E-03 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000021386 PTGR1 Prostaglandin Reductase 1 0.358 6.02E-12 0.397 1.55E-04 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000001488 GCLC Glutamate-Cysteine Ligase Catalytic Subunit 0.350 2.78E-10 0.392 2.89E-09 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000002825 CES1+ Carboxylesterase 1 0.348 5.58E-12 0.384 2.93E-08 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014[76]
ENSSSCG00000012136 PIR Pirin 0.334 9.34E-07 0.392 7.21E-06 Brzska et al., 2014 [26]
ENSSSCG00000025762 GSR+ Glutathione S-Reductase 0.314 2.46E-03 0.489 2.57E-02 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000029144 SRXN1+ Sulfiredoxin 1 0.309 3.31E-06 0.359 1.12E-05 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000010055 GGT5 Gamma-Glutamyltransferase 5 0.305 1.38E-03 0.421 3.33E-03
ENSSSCG00000014833 UCP2 Uncopling Protein 2 0.303 5.10E-03 0.509 4.52E-02
ENSSSCG00000028099 SLC6A6+ Solute Carrier Family 6 Member 6 0.295 2.36E-03 0.412 5.50E-03 Hayes & McMahon, 2009 [77]
ENSSSCG00000026759 HMOX1 Heme Oxygenase 1 0.272 9.35E-03 0.402 4.36E-02 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000008311 CYP26B1 Cytochrome P450 Family 26 Subfamily B Member 1 0.267 4.82E-03 0.359 8.22E-03
ENSSSCG00000028996 ALDH1A1 Aldehyde Dehydrogenase 1 Family Member A1 0.261 1.47E-18 0.274 2.92E-07 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000006717 PHGDH Phosphoglycerate Dehydrogenase 0.260 1.20E-07 0.285 4.62E-05
ENSSSCG00000021067 BLVRB Biliverdin Reductase B 0.259 2.00E-04 0.302 1.22E-03 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000013366 LDHA Lactate Dehydrogenase A 0.255 9.07E-07 0.281 8.19E-05
ENSSSCG00000029781 SELENOM Selenoprotein M 0.254 2.25E0-2 0.406 5.78E-02
ENSSSCG00000001723 PLA2G7 Phospholipase A2 Group VII 0.250 4.58E-04 0.294 2.13E-03 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000004093 IYD Iodotyrosine Deiodinase 0.250 1.09E-02 0.339 1.83E-02
ENSSSCG00000001963 EGLN3 Egl-9 Family Hypoxia Inducible Factor 3 0.248 7.36E-03 0.324 9.69E-03
ENSSSCG00000003914 PRDX1 Peroxiredoxin 1 0.231 1.02E-07 0.249 1.27E-04 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000017092 GPX3 Glutathione Peroxidase 3 0.224 7.69E-05 0.250 1.89E-03 Kensler et al., 2007 [89]
ENSSSCG00000018048 SLC5A10 Solute Carrier Family 5 Member 10 0.215 3.21E-03 0.251 9.13E-03 Hayes & McMahon, 2009 [77]
ENSSSCG00000003491 AKR7A2 Aldo-Keto Reductase Family 7 Member A2 0.205 1.69E-02 0.252 3.10E-02 Li et al., 2015 [113]
ENSSSCG00000021408 TKT Transketolase 0.190 2.39E-06 0.204 1.49E-03 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000010340 FAM213A Family With Sequence Similarity 213 Member A 0.184 1.62E-05 0.198 4.20E-03
ENSSSCG00000010056 GGT1 Gamma-Glutamyltransferase 1 0.178 1.95E-02 0.209 2.50E-02 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000013030 PRDX5 Peroxiredoxin 5 0.177 1.04E-02 0.204 2.22E-02 Graham et al., 2018 [69]
ENSSSCG00000012847 TALDO1 Transaldolase 1 0.177 3.29E-03 0.199 2.33E-01 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000030461 HEPHL1 Hephaestatin Like 1 0.170 8.19E-05* 3.003 3.60E-04
ENSSSCG00000018084 ND3 Mitochondrially Encoded NADH:Ubiquinone Oxidoreductase Core Subunit 3 0.166 2.19E-03 0.183 2.77E-02
ENSSSCG00000012327 HSD17B10 Hydroxysteroid 17-Beta Dehydrogenase 10 0.164 1.66E-02 0.188 1.94E-02
ENSSSCG00000003007 BCKDHA Branched Chain Keto Acid Dehydrogenase E1, Alpha Polypeptide 0.163 3.52E-02 0.191 5.54E-02
ENSSSCG00000010928 KDM5B Lysine Demethylase 5B 0.161 2.36E-04 0.174 1.58E-02
ENSSSCG00000014336 EGR1 Early Growth Response 1 0.159 2.52E-04 0.172 1.42E-02 Gomez et al., 2016 [67]
ENSSSCG00000008550 SLC5A6 Solute Carrier Family 5 Member 6 0.155 2.36E-03 0.170 2.44E-02 Hayes & McMahon, 2009.
ENSSSCG00000006324 ALDH9A1 Aldehyde Dehydrogenase 9 Family Member A1 0.155 6.71E-04 0.168 2.07E-02
ENSSSCG00000022742 PRDX6 Peroxiredoxin 6 0.151 1.49E-03 0.164 2.28E-02 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000001701 HSP90AB1 Heat Shock Protein 90 Alpha Family Class B Member 1 0.149 2.11E-04 0.160 2.15E-02 Hayes & McMahon, 2009 [77]
ENSSSCG00000028739 CEBPB CCAAT/Enhancer Binding Protein Beta 0.148 1.32E-02 0.165 3.70E-01 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000004454 ME1 Malic Enzyme 1 0.145 5.30E-03 0.160 2.96E-01 Hayes & Dinkova-Kostova, 2014 [76]
ENSSSCG00000010682 PRDX3 Peroxiredoxin 3 0.139 1.35E-02 0.154 7.06E-02 Gomez et al., 2016 [67]
ENSSSCG00000027525 DHCR24 24-Dehydrocholesterol Reductase 0.123 3.68E-03 0.133 5.52E-02
ENSSSCG00000029876 SOD2 Superoxide Dismutase 2 0.112 1.66E-02 0.123 1.39E-01 Reszka et al., 2013 [169]
1References related to genes regulated by NRF2.
+Genes with more than one ID identified as DE.
* The P-value showed in these cases is the value calculated prior to multitesting for demonstration purposes only (see Table 2).

Table 2.4 – Up-regulated genes involved in redox homeostasis. Detailed infor-
mation for differential expression of genes (from both the DeSeq2 and EdgeR methods)
related to antioxidant and redox homeostasis functions. The great majority of such
genes has been demonstrated to be activated by the NRF2 transcription factor in re-
lated species. Duplicated entries related to different transcripts of a given gene were
deleted in this table, however calculation of the statistics was made taking into account
the total amount of 64 genes (including duplications).

Upregulated Not Upregulated Marginal Row Totals
Targets of NRF2 46 604 650

Not Targets 172 22393 22565
Marginal Column Totals 218 22997 23215

Table 2.5 – NRF2 contingency Table. * The Fisher exact test statistic value is less than
0.00001. * Chi-square with Yates correction Chi squared equals 264.082 with 1 degrees
of freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001 The association between rows
(groups) and columns (outcomes) is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
* Chi-square without Yates correction Chi squared equals 270.827 with 1 degrees of
freedom. The two-tailed P value is less than 0.0001 The association between rows
(groups) and columns (outcomes) is considered to be extremely statistically significant.
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Figure S3. RT-qPCR of selected NRF2 targets. Up-regulated genes described to be activated by the transcription factor NRF2 were 
selected for experimental validation by RT-qPCR. Of these, four of them (AKR1CL1, PGD, FTL and TXNRD1) were in accordance with 
the expression of sequencing data. NQO1 showed no different expression in RT-qPCR , in contrast with the up-regulation observed in 
the sequencing data. (** p<0.01). 
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Figure 2.5 – RT-qPCR of selected NRF2 targets. Up-regulated genes described to be
activated by the transcription factor NRF2 were selected for experimental validation
by RT-qPCR. Of these, four of them (AKR1CL1, PGD, FTL and TXNRD1) were
in accordance with the expression of sequencing data. NQO1 showed no different
expression in RT-qPCR , in contrast with the up-regulation observed in the sequencing
data. (** p<0.01).

Figure S3. RT-qPCR of selected NRF2 targets. Up-regulated genes described to be activated by the transcription factor NRF2 were 
selected for experimental validation by RT-qPCR. Of these, four of them (AKR1CL1, PGD, FTL and TXNRD1) were in accordance with 
the expression of sequencing data. NQO1 showed no different expression in RT-qPCR , in contrast with the up-regulation observed in 
the sequencing data. (** p<0.01). 
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Figure 2.6 – Production of hydrogen peroxide by different M. hyopneumoniae strains.
A) In defined medium after bacterial growth: Hydrogen peroxide was slightly detected
in growth media from the attenuated strain J. Data are presented as mean and standard
deviation of three independent samples. B) In the presence of different carbon sources:
Pathogenic and attenuated strains of M.hyopneumoniae were used to test hydrogen
peroxide production in incubation buffer supplemented with either glycerol or glucose
after 10 2 h of incubation. All strains were able to produce significant amounts of the
toxic product when glycerol was present. C) In the medium of NPTr cells after 24 h of
infection with M. hyopneumoniae in the presence of glycerol. Data are represented as
mean and standard deviation of four independent samples (* p<0.05; **** p<0.0001).
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Figure 2.7 – Localization and expression pattern of the NRF2 protein in cells
infected with M. hyopneumoniae. A. Results of the immunofluorescence mi-
croscopy analysis indicating the accumulation of NRF2 in the nuclei of infected cells
after 1 h of incubation. Both attenuated (J) and virulent (7448) strains of M. hyop-
neumoniae induced the accumulation of the transcription factor in the nuclei of the
epithelial cells. Eukaryotic cell NRF2 was labeled with anti-NRF2 antibody (green)
and nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Scale bars: 50 µm. B. Total NRF2 green
fluorescence per nucleus of control and infected cells. Both M. hyopneumoniae strains
significantly increased the concentration of NRF2 in the nuclei of infected cells. Box-
plots represent the measures of at least 25 nuclei in each condition. Outliers are repre-
sented as black dots. CTCF - corrected total cell fluorescence. NPTr - uninfected cells.
MHP J - NPTr cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae strain J. MHP 7448 - NPTr cells
infected with M. hyopneumoniae strain 7448. **** p < 0.0001
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DE Genes DESeq2 EdgeR

Gene ID Associated
Gene Name Description LogFC P-adj LogFC P-adj

ENSSSCG00000011441 TNNC1 Troponin C1, Slow Skeletal And Cardiac Type -0.399 5.92E-05 -0.633 3.27E-03
ENSSSCG00000001791 SAXO2 Stabilizer Of Axonemal Microtubules 2 -0.328 2.08E-03 -0.547 4.38E-02
ENSSSCG00000014191 FER FER Tyrosine Kinase -0.331 1.75E-04 -0.426 4.07E-04
ENSSSCG00000015036 DIXDC1 DIX Domain Containing 1 -0.352 3.48E-07 -0.405 2.57E-06
ENSSSCG00000009079 INTU Inturned Planar Cell Polarity Protein -0.273 9.94E-03 -0.403 4.79E-02
ENSSSCG00000015531 CEP350 Centrosomal Protein 350 -0.314 3.28E-04 -0.400 2.58E-03
ENSSSCG00000024357 DNAI2 Dynein Axonemal Intermediate Chain 2 -0.276 7.42E-03 -0.395 4.04E-02
ENSSSCG00000002347 DNAL1 Dynein Axonemal Light Chain 1 -0.285 2.87E-03 -0.378 8.99E-03
ENSSSCG00000004705 MAP1A Microtubule Associated Protein 1A -0.271 7.62E-03 -0.376 2.25E-02
ENSSSCG00000001728 CD2AP CD2 Associated Protein -0.330 5.69E-08 -0.366 8.97E-05
ENSSSCG00000000874 GAS2L3 Growth Arrest Specific 2 Like 3 -0.270 5.65E-03 -0.361 1.70E-02
ENSSSCG00000010896 ASPM Abnormal Spindle Microtubule Assembly -0.291 3.90E-05 -0.332 3.79E-02
ENSSSCG00000015329 PPP1R9A Protein Phosphatase 1 Regulatory Subunit 9A -0.245 1.54E-02 -0.328 3.17E-02
ENSSSCG00000016542 LRGUK Leucine Rich Repeats And Guanylate Kinase Domain Containing -0.230 2.63E-02 -0.309 5.49E-02
ENSSSCG00000016725 TNS3 Tensin 3 -0.239 1.28E-02 -0.306 2.94E-02
ENSSSCG00000016608 IQUB IQ Motif And Ubiquitin Domain Containing -0.248 2.68E-03 -0.295 1.01E-02
ENSSSCG00000002780 TPPP3 Tubulin Polymerization Promoting Protein Family Member 3 -0.251 1.52E-03 -0.294 8.99E-03
ENSSSCG00000006394 CFAP45 Cilia And Flagella Associated Protein 45 -0.251 1.56E-03 -0.294 6.49E-03
ENSSSCG00000013332 KIF18A Kinesin Family Member 18A -0.227 2.00E-02 -0.290 3.88E-02
ENSSSCG00000021571 KIF27 Kinesin Family Member 27 -0.246 1.78E-03 -0.287 9.15E-03
ENSSSCG00000020990 DNAH12 Dynein Axonemal Heavy Chain 12 -0.235 6.82E-03 -0.283 1.75E-02
ENSSSCG00000000530 FGD4 FYVE, RhoGEF and PH domain containing 4 -0.231 7.32E-03 -0.277 3.30E-02
ENSSSCG00000003931 KIF2C Kinesin Family Member 2C -0.253 4.30E-05 -0.276 3.27E-02
ENSSSCG00000015523 RALGPS2 Ral GEF With PH Domain And SH3 Binding Motif 2 -0.255 1.06E-06 -0.270 3.30E-02
ENSSSCG00000008768 ARAP2 ArfGAP With RhoGAP Domain, Ankyrin Repeat And PH Domain2 -0.220 7.54E-03 -0.256 3.11E-02
ENSSSCG00000006936 ODF2L Outer Dense Fiber Of Sperm Tails 2 Like -0.213 1.57E-02 -0.255 4.25E-02
ENSSSCG00000001869 PEAK1 Pseudopodium Enriched Atypical Kinase 1 -0.210 1.58E-02 -0.250 3.89E-02
ENSSSCG00000011941 IFT57 Intraflagellar Transport 57 -0.223 3.97E-04 -0.242 2.12E-03
ENSSSCG00000011745 PRKCI Protein Kinase C Iota -0.225 5.70E-05 -0.239 8.27E-02
ENSSSCG00000002504 AK7 Adenylate Kinase 7 -0.209 2.77E-03 -0.231 4.20E-03
ENSSSCG00000017884 TEKT1 Tektin 1 -0.199 1.40E-02 -0.229 5.40E-02
ENSSSCG00000005952 LRRC6 Leucine Rich Repeat Containing 6 -0.199 1.28E-02 -0.227 3.64E-02
ENSSSCG00000005078 DAAM1 Dishevelled Associated Activator Of Morphogenesis 1 -0.206 1.97E-03 -0.225 8.79E-03
ENSSSCG00000009629 BIN3 Bridging Integrator 3 -0.195 1.39E-02 -0.221 3.88E-02
ENSSSCG00000015379 DNAH11 Dynein Axonemal Heavy Chain 11 -0.204 1.68E-03 -0.221 3.21E-03
ENSSSCG00000016658 ANLN Anillin Actin Binding Protein -0.212 1.05E-05 -0.220 1.89E-03
ENSSSCG00000016794 MYO10 Myosin X -0.210 6.68E-05 -0.220 3.93E-03
ENSSSCG00000004969 KIF23 Kinesin Family Member 23 -0.205 6.08E-05 -0.214 4.68E-02
ENSSSCG00000003654 MACF1 Microtubule-Actin Crosslinking Factor 1 -0.201 4.70E-04 -0.214 1.08E-02
ENSSSCG00000015570 IVNS1ABP Influenza Virus NS1A Binding Protein -0.205 1.05E-05 -0.212 1.91E-02
ENSSSCG00000004289 CEP162 Centrosomal Protein 162 -0.191 1.01E-02 -0.212 3.17E-02
ENSSSCG00000010457 KIF20B Kinesin Family Member 20B -0.192 1.92E-03 -0.206 4.54E-02
ENSSSCG00000010351 CCSER2 Coiled-Coil Serine Rich Protein 2 -0.201 2.27E-06 -0.206 2.70E-03
ENSSSCG00000007235 TPX2 TPX2, Microtubule Nucleation Factor -0.189 3.76E-04 -0.198 4.85E-02
ENSSSCG00000017728 MYO1D Myosin ID -0.184 5.05E-05 -0.189 2.22E-02
ENSSSCG00000010471 KIF11 Kinesin Family Member 11 -0.179 5.69E-04 -0.186 2.09E-02
ENSSSCG00000016781 TRIO Trio Rho Guanine Nucleotide Exchange Factor -0.174 1.51E-03 -0.182 2.87E-02
ENSSSCG00000009348 STARD13 StAR Related Lipid Transfer Domain Containing 13 -0.174 4.69E-04 -0.180 2.09E-02
ENSSSCG00000009793 CLIP1 CAP-Gly Domain Containing Linker Protein 1 -0.174 1.19E-04 -0.178 9.64E-03
ENSSSCG00000001085 DCDC2 Doublecortin Domain Containing 2 -0.162 2.19E-03 -0.168 3.95E-02
ENSSSCG00000005235 KANK1 KN Motif And Ankyrin Repeat Domains 1 -0.163 2.54E-04 -0.166 5.13E-02
ENSSSCG00000009125 ANK2 Ankyrin 2 -0.159 4.57E-03 -0.166 4.54E-02
ENSSSCG00000010313 VCL Vinculin -0.159 1.43E-05 -0.159 1.20E-02
ENSSSCG00000016061 MYO1B Myosin IB -0.150 1.13E-03 -0.152 5.52E-02

Table 2.6 – Down-regulated genes involved in cytoskeleton and cilia. Detailed
information for differential expression of genes (from both the DeSeq2 and EdgeR
methods) related to cytoskeleton and ciliary functions.
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Figure 2.8 – Organization of actin fibers in cells infected with M. hyopneumo-
niae. Results of the immunofluorescence microscopy analysis indicating the reduction
and change in the pattern of actin stress fibers in infected cells. Eukaryotic cell actin
was labeled with phalloidin (red) and nuclei were stained with DAPI (blue). Both at-
tenuated (J) and virulent (7448) strains of M. hyopneumoniae altered the organization
and abundance of actin fibers after 24 h of infection, however this effect can already
be seen after 1 h of incubation (not shown). NPTr - uninfected cells. MHP J - NPTr
cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae strain J. MHP 7448 - NPTr cells infected with
M. hyopneumoniae strain 7448. Scale bars: 50 µm.
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Samples Raw Reads trimmed Reads Reads Between 18-25nt (miRNA) Map to S.scrofa genome (kept) Map to S.scrofa tscp Map to M. hyopneumoniae genome Map to ssc-miRNA-DB Map to M. hyopneumoniae

Count Count Count Count Count Count Count Count

sRNA-1 14798320 13562448 11870834 12759929 11739853 416 7055741 NA

sRNA-2 14057425 12749066 11001803 11868453 10890353 1029 6504845 NA

sRNA-3 14364858 13508797 11154312 12680657 11383819 2618 6584122 NA

sRNA-4 15174413 13752658 11043222 12650527 11013724 6228 6343176 NA

sRNA-5 16469852 14847785 13439426 13990427 13049626 191 8103208 NA

sRNA-6 19539863 15635652 13132448 14642718 12967407 2134 7793082 NA

sRNA-7 8444491 1092912 427861 1024395 627722 533 44189 NA

sRNA-8 918430 381103 92005 298214 143246 36 9580 NA

sRNA-9 21071682 10450248 4119935 8128629 4642956 2069111 253017 2115

sRNA-10 12469883 5335069 2197135 4018715 2534491 1236287 73012 1727

sRNA-11 12980440 6935695 2424142 6672960 3975305 719 419381 NA

sRNA-12 6839321 2682450 1071552 2477114 1553261 13232 437282 NA

sRNA-13 14404242 10321210 4080677 10051163 1610673 641 20490 NA

sRNA-14 1174960 37086 6558 24223 19256 136 1110 NA

Average 12336299 8663727 6147279 7949152 6153692 238094 3117303 NA

Table 2.7 – Number of raw, filtered, processed, and mapped reads from miRNA samples.
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For intracellular sRNAs (INTRA: samples S1 to S6), we were able to map around 93% of
the reads against the porcine genome. We also mapped all sRNA reads against the M. hyop-
neumoniae strain 7448 genome and samples had no more than 0.05% of unique mycoplasmal
reads (Table 2.7). All intracellular sRNA samples had similar sequencing depth and showed
a typical miRNA distribution length curve ranging from 18 to 26 nt, with a peak at 22 nt
( Figure 2.9.A). We also performed a homology analysis of raw reads and we provide the
percentage of intracellular clean reads clustered by classical types of sRNAs (Figure 2.9.B),
showing an enrichment of miRNA-homolog reads (around 40%).

As expected, total extracellular sRNA samples (EXTRA: S7 to S10) had more RNA degrada-
tion due to the presence of RNAses and degraded mRNAs in the extracellular environment.
Extracellular sRNA samples of cells infected with the bacterium (S9 and S10) had up to 20%
of reads mapped to M. hyopneumoniae, as they were presumed to have more remnants of
mycoplasmal cells (Table 2.7). However, the great majority of reads mapping to the bacteria
were mainly product of mRNA degradation, as they did not have any specific signature for
sRNAs when compared to previous results from Siqueira et al. (2016) [186]. In this way,
we filtered out (i) sequences < 18 nt and (ii) sequences mapped to the M. hyopneumoniae
genome. Sample S8 (EXTRA) had a sequencing depth smaller than its replicate (S7); how-
ever, the distribution of counts was overall similar between replicates and we included it in
the further analyses.

Extracellular exosomal sRNA samples (EXO: S11 and S12) had some RNA degradation (<18
nt), but maintained a pronounced peak at 22 nt. Extracellular sRNAs from vesicle-free
supernatant (SN: samples S13 and S14) were more problematic, probably due to (i) too many
pre-processing steps and (ii) the presence of RNAses in the extracellular environment. Sample
S14 did not yield a minimum amount of reads necessary for the subsequent steps and this
condition (SN) was not used for further analyses.

Annotation of known and novel miRNAs

In order to perform miRNA prediction with mirDeep2 [62], we only took into account reads
from intracellular samples. We predicted a total of 1,041 miRNAs, which were further clus-
tered into 773 groups. From these, 478 were completely novel

We created a Sus scrofa miRNA database (ssc-miRNA-DB) with 1,906 different entries from
three different sources: 411 known miRNAs in Sus scrofa from miRBase (release 21) [96], 722
annotated by Martini et al., (2014) [138] and the 773 clusters of mature miRNAs predicted
by our analysis. More than 50% of intracellular sRNA clean reads were aligned against the
ssc-miRNA-DB (Table 2.7). All other samples were also mapped against this database. The
complete pipeline used in this study for miRNA prediction is described in Figure 2.10.
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Figure S5. Distribution of intracellular sRNAs sizes and types. A. Intracellular sRNAs showed a pronounced peak at 22nt, in 
accordance with a typical miRNA-type size distribution curve. B. The distribution of reads based on homology showed that the most 
predominant portion of intracellular sRNAs clean reads (41%) were similar to previously described miRNAs contained in RFAM database 
(source: https://rfam.xfam.org/). 
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Figure 2.9 – Distribution of intracellular sRNAs sizes and types. A. Intracellular sRNAs
showed a pronounced peak at 22nt, in accordance with a typical miRNA-type size
distribution curve. B. The distribution of reads based on homology showed that the
most predominant portion of intracellular sRNAs clean reads (41%) were similar to
previously described miRNAs contained in RFAM database (source: https://rfam.
xfam.org/).

https://rfam.xfam.org/
https://rfam.xfam.org/
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Figure 2.10 – Complete pipeline for miRNA mapping and prediction. After filtering
low quality reads and trimming adapters with CutAdapt, clean sRNA-seq reads were
mapped against the porcine genome with Bowtie. Intracellular sRNA samples were
used as input for miRDeep2 to predict miRNAs and we kept predictions with a score
of at least 5. Next, we collapsed similar predictions and obtained a total of 773 clusters
(773 miRNAs), of which 478 were novel miRNAs. These predictions were included in a
porcine miRNA DB (ssc-miRNA-DB) along with the 411 annotated porcine miRNAs
in version 21 of miRBase and with the 722 miRNAs characterized by Martini et al.
(2014). Reads from all samples were mapped against this database with Bowtie
and a matrix of counts was generated in order to identify DE miRNAs. Differential
expression was performed with miRNAs that had at least 50 counts across all libraries.
DESeq2 and EdgeR were used for intracellular and extracellular samples and GFold
was used for exosome sequences. In total were identified 170 miRNAs DE, of which
121 were up-regulated and 50 were down-regulated.
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miRNA differential expression

In all sRNA samples, we detected (with at least 10 counts across all libraries) 290 from the
411 miRNAs from miRBase and 214 of the miRNAs described by Martini et al., (2014) [138].
Also, 263 predicted miRNAs had more than 10 counts across all libraries. We only took into
account the 491 miRNAs that had more than 50 counts across all libraries for differential
expression analysis.
In total, we identified 170 DE miRNAs (121 up-regulated, 48 down-regulated and 1 ambigu-
ous). Table 2.8 shows 10 selected up-regulated and down-regulated miRNAs detected in this
study. Several homologs of these miRNAs have already been linked to bacterial infection
response or immune system response in the literature and these references are listed in Ta-
ble 2.8. With the exception of one ambiguous case (ssc-miR-9842-5p), whenever a miRNA
was detected as DE in more than one condition (INTRA, EXTRA or EXO), the change in
expression (either up- or down-regulated) was in accordance between them.
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miRNA ID DB Type Intracellular Extracellular Exosomes Play a role in other bacterial infectionDE LogFC DE LogFC DE GFOLD
Novel-Chr13-miR-10 novel Upregulated 4.121*1 Upregulated 9.420 Upregulated 3.659
Novel-Chr4-miR-57 novel Upregulated 1.218 Upregulated 12.164 Upregulated 11.582
Novel-Chr9-miR-16 novel Upregulated 0.768 Upregulated 13.079 Upregulated 7.947
Novel-Chr9-dna-26 novel Upregulated 1.448 Upregulated 11.270 Upregulated 3.592 Pseudomonas aeruginosa[40]*2

mmu-mir-2143-2_6_251367_251451_-_3p_-5-424-HC Martini et al., 2014 Upregulated 2.053*1 Upregulated 5.899 Upregulated 2.187
ssc-miR-1285 mirBase NS Upregulated 4.965 NS Chlamydia trachomatis [46, 45]

ssc-miR-196b-5p mirBase NS Upregulated 3.971 NS Mycobacterium avium[119]
ssc-miR-212 mirBase NS Upregulated 8.723 NS Mycobacterium tuberculosis [184]

ssc-miR-24-1-5p mirBase NS Upregulated 9.742 NS Escherichia coli and Staphylococcus aureus [156]

ssc-miR-146a-5p mirBase Upregulated 1.015 ND ND Helicobacter pylori [124, 116, 123]
LPS stimulation[34]

ssc-miR-9842-5p mirBase NS Upregulated 4.484 Downregulated -2.497
ssc-miR-184 mirBase Downregulated -0.594 ND NS Chlamydia trachomatis [47]

ssc-miR-140-3p mirBase NS NS Downregulated -3.536 Mycobacterium tuberculosis [217]
ssc-miR-769-3p mirBase NS Downregulated -3.924*1 NS
ssc-miR-101 mirBase NS Downregulated -4.154*1 Downregulated -2.986 Helicobacter pylori [141]
ssc-miR-107 mirBase NS Downregulated -2.515*1 Downregulated -2.052 Gut microbiota[209]

ssc-miR-31 mirBase NS Downregulated -1.167*1 Downregulated -2.004 Helicobacter pylori [141]
T-cell activation[208]

ssc-miR-532-5p mirBase NS Downregulated -3.343 Downregulated -3.916 LPS stimulation[34]
antisense-pn8/bta-mir-2320_6_43886629_43886722_-_NA-424-HC Martini et al., 2014 NS Downregulated -3.150*1 Downregulated -4.440 Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae[162]*3

antisense-ssc-mir-320a*_14_6473893_6473973_-_NA;antisense-
sscmir-320a*_14_6473894_6473960_-_NA-424-HC Martini et al., 2014 NS Downregulated -1.907*1 Downregulated -2.933 Helicobacter pylori [158]

ssc-mir-107-shorter/ssc-isomir-107_14_106321702_106321788_-_
NA-424-HC Martini et al., 2014 NS Downregulated -2.582*1 Downregulated -2.206 Gut microbiota[209]

*1: Whenever LogFC from DESeq2 was not available, we provide LogFC from EdgeR;
*2: Reference related to cel-miR-233-5p, a possible homolog of novel miRNA 9-dna-26;
*3: A. pleuropneumoniae was also related to a swine cell infection.

Table 2.8 – Selected DE miRNAs. Information about selected up- and down-
regulated miRNAs in intracellular, extracellular and exosome samples. Several homo-
logues of these miRNAs were already described to be involved with bacterial infection
in other species, and references are provided whenever we found a correlation in the
same direction of expression as in this work. The only miRNA that showed ambigu-
ous expression among conditions was ssc-miR-9842-5p, which had inverse expression
between the extracellular (up-regulated) and exosome (down-regulated) samples. NS:
Not significant; ND: Not detected.

Targets of DE miRNAs were enriched in genes related to redox homeostasis,
translation and cytoskeleton

In order to better understand the biological functions that could be involved with the 170 DE
miRNAs, we performed different analyses to predict their potential targets. In this sense, all
DE miRNAs had at least one DE gene as a predicted target. The complete pipeline used for
target prediction in this study is provided in Figure 2.11.
We predicted a total of 79,276 interaction pairs between miRNAs and mRNAs. In this way,
based only on the predictions of the software used here, a miRNA could potentially target,
on average, 465 genes in the entire porcine genome. However, we only considered as targets
the mRNAs that were detected as DE in this study, which significantly decreased our list to
a total of 4,287 interaction pairs. We chose to focus on anticorrelations between miRNA and
mRNA expression (and kept 1,939 interaction pairs), as the main mode of action of miRNAs
is a destabilization of mRNAs [16] and the fact that most of experimental validations in
the literature are related to interaction pairs with inversed regulation. In this context, a
permissive interaction is generally described as one that occurs between a down-regulated
miRNA and an up-regulated mRNA, while a repressive interaction is one in which the miRNA
is up-regulated with consequent down-regulation of the target mRNA [138] (Figure 2.12A).
In our results, permissive interactions represented 267 genes and 50 miRNAs, while repressive
interactions occurred between 425 genes and 121 miRNAs, accounting for 598 permissive and
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1341 repressive interactions between DE mRNAs and miRNAs.
We performed GO analyses to compare the DE genes and targets of DE miRNAs in order
to investigate whether their functions could be correlated (Figure 2.12B and Figure 2.13).
Interestingly, we were able to identify a correlation between the enriched terms in miRNA
targets with some of the GO terms detected in the mRNA up-regulated or down-regulated
GO results (Figure 2.12C). Target genes from permissive interactions were associated with ri-
bosome/translation and oxidation-reduction activity, whereas target genes from the repressive
interactions had enriched terms related to cytoskeleton and ciliary function (Figure 2.12C). It
is important to highlight the relevance of the miRNAs found in exosome-like vesicles and in
extracellular samples in the identification of GO enriched terms of the miRNA targets, since
only a small part of the permissive and repressive interactions involved intracellular miRNAs.
Complete GO enrichemnt of the miRNA targets is found in Table 2.9.
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Figure 2.11 – Complete pipeline for miRNA target prediction. DE miRNAs were used
as input to detect putative interactions with the 3’UTRs of Ensembl transcripts in
the porcine genome. TargetScan, miRanda and Pita were used to detect target
pairs and RNAhybrid was used to validate the hybridization of a target pair. The
following thresholds were used: score in miRanda > 140, DDG from Pita <-5, score
in RNAhybrid <-15 and prediction in TargetScan of at least 6mers. Only targets
predicted with a good score for at least two distinct tools were kept. After these, we
selected from the list only the target genes that were detected as DE in this study, and
subsequentially we only considered target pairs of miRNA-mRNA that had inversed
fold change expression. These pairs with inversed correlation (permissive and repres-
sive) were used for the network reconstruction in Cytoscape along with information
about interactions from bioGRID.
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Figure 4. Correlation of GO terms between DE mRNAs and targets of DE miRNAs. A A permissive interaction occurs
between a down-regulated miRNA (depicted in blue) and an up-regulated mRNA (depicted in red), whereas a repressive
interaction is one in which the miRNA is up-regulated (red) and its target mRNA is down-regulated (blue). B. We performed
GO enrichment analyses with the complete up- and down-regulated lists of mRNAs and also with the subset of miRNA targets
among each of these lists. C. A correlation of some of the GO terms from DE mRNAs and targets of DE miRNAs was detected,
indicating that these functions might also be regulated by miRNAs.

21/28

Figure 2.12 – Correlation of GO terms between DE mRNAs and targets of
DE miRNAs. A A permissive interaction occurs between a down-regulated miRNA
(depicted in blue) and an up-regulated mRNA (depicted in red), whereas a repressive
interaction is one in which the miRNA is up-regulated (red) and its target mRNA is
down-regulated (blue). B. We performed GO enrichment analyses with the complete
up- and down-regulated lists of mRNAs and also with the subset of miRNA targets
among each of these lists. C. A correlation of some of the GO terms from DE mRNAs
and targets of DE miRNAs was detected, indicating that these functions might also be
regulated by miRNAs.
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Figure S8. Complete GO enrichment analysis for miRNA targets. Target genes from permissive interactions were enriched 
in terms related to ribosome/translation and oxidation-reduction activity, whereas target genes from the repressive interactions 
were associated to cytoskeleton and cilliary function.
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Figure 2.13 – Complete GO enrichment analysis for miRNA targets. Target genes
from permissive interactions were enriched in terms related to ribosome/translation
and oxidation-reduction activity, whereas target genes from the repressive interactions
were associated to cytoskeleton and ciliary function.
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GO Term FC P-value Over/Underrepresented Type DE
GO:0034641 Cellular Nitrogen Compound Metabolic Process 2.22 1.35E-03 + BP Permissive
GO:0010467 Gene Expression 2.70 3.43E-03 + BP Permissive
GO:0044248 Cellular Catabolic Process 2.89 3.16E-02 + BP Permissive
GO:0009058 Biosynthetic Process 3.03 8.26E-09 + BP Permissive
GO:0044249 Cellular Biosynthetic Process 3.07 2.49E-08 + BP Permissive
GO:1901576 Organic Substance Biosynthetic Process 3.08 7.57E-09 + BP Permissive
GO:0009059 Macromolecule Biosynthetic Process 3.14 7.21E-05 + BP Permissive
GO:0034645 Cellular Macromolecule Biosynthetic Process 3.21 4.33E-05 + BP Permissive
GO:0055114 Oxidation-Reduction Process 3.27 1.37E-03 + BP Permissive
GO:0016491 Oxidoreductase Activity 3.56 1.52E-03 + MF Permissive
GO:1901566 Organonitrogen Compound Biosynthetic Process 3.76 9.61E-07 + BP Permissive
GO:0044271 Cellular Nitrogen Compound Biosynthetic Process 3.83 9.69E-09 + BP Permissive
GO:0048037 Cofactor Binding 4.00 3.90E-03 + MF Permissive
GO:1990904 Ribonucleoprotein Complex 4.47 2.44E-06 + CC Permissive
GO:0050662 Coenzyme Binding 5.09 5.33E-03 + MF Permissive
GO:0043603 Cellular Amide Metabolic Process 5.46 1.96E-08 + BP Permissive
GO:0043604 Amide Biosynthetic Process 6.57 8.91E-09 + BP Permissive
GO:0006518 Peptide Metabolic Process 6.71 1.91E-09 + BP Permissive
GO:0006412 Translation 7.06 6.64E-08 + BP Permissive
GO:0043043 Peptide Biosynthetic Process 7.17 1.60E-08 + BP Permissive
GO:0098562 Cytoplasmic Side Of Membrane 7.20 2.60E-02 + CC Permissive
GO:0005840 Ribosome 8.56 3.30E-06 + CC Permissive
GO:0003735 Structural Constituent Of Ribosome 9.30 3.15E-05 + MF Permissive
GO:0044391 Ribosomal Subunit 9.54 9.61E-04 + CC Permissive
GO:0005791 Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum 11.96 4.08E-03 + CC Permissive
GO:0015934 Large Ribosomal Subunit 13.63 1.87E-03 + CC Permissive
GO:0098554 Cytoplasmic Side Of Endoplasmic Reticulum Membrane 17.33 3.04E-03 + CC Permissive
GO:0030867 Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum Membrane 17.76 3.85E-04 + CC Permissive
GO:0098556 Cytoplasmic Side Of Rough Endoplasmic Reticulum Membrane 20.10 1.44E-03 + CC Permissive
GO:0009892 Negative Regulation Of Metabolic Process 2.00 2.53E-03 + BP Repressive
GO:0019899 Enzyme Binding 2.06 6.92E-03 + MF Repressive
GO:0044430 Cytoskeletal Part 2.34 2.78E-03 + CC Repressive
GO:0044093 Positive Regulation Of Molecular Function 2.36 2.74E-03 + BP Repressive
GO:0005856 Cytoskeleton 2.37 5.19E-05 + CC Repressive
GO:0023057 Negative Regulation Of Signaling 2.39 4.49E-02 + BP Repressive
GO:0010648 Negative Regulation Of Cell Communication 2.40 4.18E-02 + BP Repressive
GO:0009968 Negative Regulation Of Signal Transduction 2.47 3.77E-02 + BP Repressive
GO:0007010 Cytoskeleton Organization 2.83 7.06E-03 + BP Repressive
GO:0019900 Kinase Binding 2.93 2.24E-02 + MF Repressive
GO:0015630 Microtubule Cytoskeleton 3.08 2.70E-06 + CC Repressive
GO:0007017 Microtubule-Based Process 3.48 3.61E-03 + BP Repressive
GO:0005819 Spindle 4.18 1.40E-02 + CC Repressive
GO:0000226 Microtubule Cytoskeleton Organization 4.29 9.00E-04 + BP Repressive
GO:0030371 Translation Repressor Activity 29.21 6.25E-03 + MF Repressive

Table 2.9 – GO enrichment DE miRNAs.
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Regulatory network reconstruction and analysis

In order to gain a broader view of the host response to the presence of M. hyopneumoniae,
we built a general regulatory network by integrating mRNA gene expression with predicted
miRNA-mRNA interactions collected and analyzed in this work (Figure 2.2). We also included
information about physical and genetic validated interactions from the BioGRID v3.4 database
[189, 29]. As previously mentioned, at this point we only took into account interaction pairs
that were either repressive or permissive. The global interaction network was composed by
774 nodes and 1965 arcs and our objective was to identify miRNA-mRNA expression patterns.
We performed a functional analysis with the use of CLueGO [19] and we also detected within
the permissive interactions the enrichment of several processes related to immune response
and inflammation (Figure 2.14).
Furthermore, we created two separate regulatory networks, one related to cytoskeleton and
cilia (repressive interactions, Figure 2.15A) and one related to redox homeostasis (permis-
sive interactions, Figure 2.15B) to better refine and understand the possible co-regulation of
several of these targets. The networks show a high level of connectivity and we were able
to detect miRNAs that interacted only with NRF2 activated targets (such as ssc-miR-31)
(Table 2.10). Furthermore, we were able to detect miRNAs that seemed to regulate more
generally redox homeostasis genes and also miRNAs whose targets came from sets of genes
with distinct functions (such as glycolysis, immune system defense, ribosomes, among others),
indicating that this response might be related to several other important functions within the
cell. We believe that this network can be a powerful tool for analyzing the influence of M.
hyopneumoniae on the host gene expression in future studies.
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Figure S10. ClueGO analysis of the repressive and permissive pairs. In the repressive interactions we detected the enrichment 
of terms related to cytoskeleton, while in the permissive interactions, besides terms related to translation and oxidation-reduction 
activity, there was an enrichment of several processes related to immune response and inflammation.This analysis was performed 
with the complete list of target genes in either repressive or permissive interaction networks with a threshold for p-value of 0.01.

Permissive Targets of DE miRNAs

Repressive Targets of DE miRNAs

Figure 2.14 – ClueGO analysis of the repressive and permissive pairs. In the repressive
interactions we detected the enrichment of terms related to cytoskeleton, while in the
permissive interactions, besides terms related to translation and oxidation-reduction
activity, there was an enrichment of several processes related to immune response and
inflammation.This analysis was performed with the complete list of target genes in
either repressive or permissive interaction networks with a threshold for p-value of
0.01.
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Permissive interactions were enriched in genes regulated by NRF2

Analyzing more in detail the permissive interactions between mRNAs and miRNAs, we iden-
tified several miRNAs targeting NRF2 regulated genes (Table 2.10). GGT1, for instance,
is predicted to be targeted by 7 different miRNAs, while ssc-mir-31 is predicted to target 4
different genes induced by NRF2 (AKR1C4, AKR1CL1, GGT1, and TXNRD1 ).
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Figure 2.15 – Interaction networks of DE miRNAs and genes involved with
cytoskeleton/cilia and redox homeostasis. Rectangles depict miRNAs and el-
lipses represent genes. Blue ellipses/rectangles indicate that the gene/miRNA was
down-regulated and red indicate gene/miRNAs detected as up-regulated. BioGrid in-
teractions are seen as green dashed arcs. These represent both physical and genetic
interactions between either genes or proteins from such genes. A. Cytoskeleton/cilia
interaction network. We detected many repressive interactions involving genes related
to cytoskeleton and ciliary function (blue arcs). B. Redox homeostasis interaction net-
work. Permissive interactions of genes related to redox homeostasis are shown as red
arcs. The great majority of the miRNAs targeting these genes are DE only in exosomes
(rectangles partially colored in blue, far right). NRF2 targets: genes described in other
species to be activated by NRF2 are highlighted in grey.
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Upregulated Gene ID Downregulated miRNA miRNA Expression
Intracellular Extracellular Exosome

AKR1C1 ssc-miR-101 NS Downregulated Downregulated
AKR1C4 ssc-miR-31 NS Downregulated Downregulated
AKR1CL1 ssc-miR-31 NS Downregulated Downregulated
BLVRB prediction_13_40037950_40038026_-_3p-353-MC NS ND Downregulated
EGR1 antisense-ssc-mir-423_12_44150500_44150579_-_NA-353-MC NS NS Downregulated

GCLC
ssc-miR-148b-3p NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-19a NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-19b NS NS Downregulated

GGT1

ssc-miR-338 NS ND Downregulated
ssc-miR-140-3p NS NS Downregulated

ssc-mir-92-shorter/ssc-isomir-92_X_108178486_108178565_-_NA;ssc-mir-
92-shorter/ssc-isomir-92_X_108212408_108212487_-_NA-424-HC NS NS Downregulated

ssc-miR-92a NS NS Downregulated
prediction_7_91732076_91732132_+_5p-353-MC NS NS Downregulated

ssc-miR-31 NS Downregulated Downregulated
antisense-pn8/bta-mir-2320_6_43886629_43886722_-_NA-424-HC NS Downregulated Downregulated

GSR ssc-miR-101 NS Downregulated Downregulated
ssc-miR-22-3p NS NS Downregulated

HMOX1 ssc-miR-182 NS NS Downregulated
HSP90AB1 ssc-miR-101 NS Downregulated Downregulated

NQO1 ssc-miR-34a NS NS Downregulated
PGD ssc-miR-769-3p NS Downregulated NS
PIR ssc-miR-378 NS NS Downregulated

PRDX1 ssc-miR-101 NS Downregulated Downregulated

PRDX6
ssc-miR-10a-5p NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-10b NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-338 NS ND Downregulated

SLC5A10 ssc-miR-1307 NS ND Downregulated
antisense-pn8/bta-mir-2320_6_43886629_43886722_-_NA-424-HC NS Downregulated Downregulated

SLC5A6

ssc-miR-10b NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-338 NS ND Downregulated

ssc-miR-423-3p NS ND Downregulated
ssc-miR-27b-3p NS NS Downregulated

prediction_7_91732076_91732132_+_5p-353-MC NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-340 NS ND Downregulated

SOD2
prediction_7_91732076_91732132_+_5p-353-MC NS NS Downregulated

ssc-miR-184 Downregulated ND ND
ssc-miR-28-3p NS NS Downregulated

TKT antisense-ssc-mir-423_12_44150500_44150579_-_NA-353-MC NS NS Downregulated

TXNRD1

ssc-miR-103 NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-182 NS NS Downregulated

ssc-mir-107-shorter/ssc-isomir-107_14_106321702_106321788_-_NA-424-HC NS Downregulated Downregulated
ssc-miR-107 NS Downregulated Downregulated
ssc-miR-31 NS Downregulated Downregulated

UGT1A6
ssc-miR-28-3p NS NS Downregulated

antisense-ssc-mir-103_16_52667657_52667738_+_NA-424-HC NS NS Downregulated
ssc-miR-769-3p NS Downregulated NS

Table 2.10 – DE genes putatively activated by NRF2 predicted to be targets
of DE miRNAs. Expression of miRNAs is reported for intracellular, extracellular
and exosome-like vesicles. NS: Not significant; ND: Not detected.

It was previously reported that NRF2 can be regulated independently of KEAP1 by miRNAs
in human breast cancer cells [211]. Our miRNA target analysis predicted NRF2 as target of
three miRNAs down-regulated in exosome-like vesicles: ssc-mir-340, ssc-mir-19a, and ssc-mir-
19b. The first was also predicted to target the transporter gene SLC6A6, while ssc-mir-19a and
ssc-mir-19b were predicted to target GCLC, necessary for glutathione synthesis. In addition,
miR-340 has been previously identified negatively regulating NRF2 expression in human [181].
Conversely, miR-19a and miR-19b have been reported to be down-regulated in the presence
of hydrogen peroxide in rats [205, 80], linking these miRNAs to a response to oxidative stress.
In the literature, other miRNAs were also shown to negatively regulate the expression of
NRF2 : miR-28 [211], miR-101 [65], miR-92a [122], miR-27b [210], and miR-34a [5]. All of
them were down-regulated in our data and were predicted by this study to regulate NRF2
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activated genes (Table 2.10). In this way, it seems that during M. hyopneumoniae infection,
there is a global change in gene expression in an attempt to activate antioxidant genes, in
association with the down-regulation of miRNAs that negatively regulate these genes.

Repressive interactions were related to cytoskeleton and cilia

As concerns the repressive interactions of miRNAs and mRNAs, we identified within the tar-
gets of up-regulated miRNAs an enrichment of genes related to cytoskeleton and cilia. For
instance, the gene TNS3, related to cytoskeleton, is predicted as target of 16 up-regulated miR-
NAs. In addition, several genes encoding for dyneins were predicted as targets of up-regulated
miRNAs, with DNAL1 being target of 7 different miRNAs. Mutations and down-regulation
of genes coding ciliary proteins, especially dyneins, were related to primary ciliary dyskinesia
[57, 146, 191, 177, 83], but had not yet been reported in M. hyopneumoniae infection. More
investigations on this matter should be carried out, since these results seem to be related to
one of the main adverse effects caused by this bacterium: ciliostasis.

Most DE miRNAs were detected in exosome-like vesicles

Analyzing the up-regulated genes, we identified that besides antioxidant response and protein
synthesis, there is an enrichment in GO terms related to cell-cell communication (Figure 2.4).
The up-regulation of cell-cell communication is noteworthy considering that most DE miRNAs
were detected only in the extracellular and exosome-like samples. Moreover, most of the down-
regulated miRNAs of exosome-like vesicles were DE only in these vesicles, indicating that the
cells might be selecting specific populations of miRNAs to be packaged into these structures,
which could be seen as a specific message they are trying to communicate to other cells. In
the same direction, the increase in the number of proteins secreted in vesicles was reported
in NPTr cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae[222], indicating that the communication via
exosome-like vesicles is important for swine cells during infection. This corroborates our data,
suggesting that M. hyopneumoniae induces modification on the protein and RNA composition
of NPTr-released vesicles and is likely important in the cross-talks between epithelial cells.
The relationship between cell-cell communication and DE miRNAs released by infected cells
becomes especially interesting when considering genes related to the NRF2 pathway: we
identified DE miRNAs predicted to regulate such genes only in extracellular and exosome-like
vesicle samples, with no difference of expression in intracellular samples (Table 2.10). This
might suggest the existence of a mechanism in which infected cells send signals to neighboring
cells in order to prevent the repression of these genes or degradation of their RNA products.
This becomes even more important due to the fact that exosomal miRNAs were already
shown to regulate the inflammatory response in receptor cells from mice [4]. While miRNAs
identified in the extracellular total samples might contain sRNAs that reflect degradation
remnants due to the presence of RNAses and mRNAs in the extracellular environment, we
believe that this is less likely to happen in exosomes, since these vesicles have a membrane that
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protects their content from extracellular degradation. As exosomes have an important role in
cell communication, we should consider the difference in miRNA expression in these vesicles
as relevant and speculate on how they might interfere in the gene regulation of neighboring
cells. In addition, as exosomes may also affect other cell types, they may contain miRNAs
that target genes that were not detected as DE in our samples.

2.4 Conclusion.

M. hyopneumoniae is considered a pathogen with huge negative impact on swine production.
However, apart from studies related to adherence to the host cells, little is known about the
relationship between this pathogen and the swine host. In this work, we analyzed the changes
that M. hyopneumoniae induced in gene and miRNA expression in tracheal epithelial cells.
As far as we know, this is the first study to establish a link between gene expression of the
swine cells and the most deleterious pathogenic effects of M. hyopneumoniae, namely its cyto-
toxic epithelial damage (possibly via hydrogen peroxide production) and induced ciliostasis.
However, we are aware that infection with this species involves a large component of the im-
mune system, which is even said to be responsible for the major tissue damage related to the
infection. Thus, the results found here reflect the effects of M. hyopneumoniae on epithelial
cells, while the general picture of the respiratory tract might present different responses to the
infection. In this way, it is important to observe that besides the hydrogen peroxide produc-
tion by this bacterium, other factors can trigger the activation of the cell antioxidant defense
during infection. M. hyopneumoniae infection is characterized by the infiltration of a large
number of leukocytes in the lung tissue, which produce reactive oxygen and nitrogen species,
causing tissue damage [153, 21]. Accordingly, systemic infections with M. hyopneumoniae
have a great potential of causing oxidative stress, so that the transcription of genes activated
by NRF2 seems to be important to fight the infection and maintain cellular homeostasis.
In conclusion, we conducted the first study that analyzes mRNA and miRNA differential
expression by NGS in epithelial tracheal cells infected with M. hyopneumoniae. Our results
bring new insights into the interaction between this bacterium and swine epithelial cells, no-
tably the host cellular response through the activation of genes related to antioxidant response
and the repression of cytoskeleton and ciliary genes (possibly related to ciliostasis), and open
several perspectives related to the understanding of the pathogenicity of this bacterial species.
The work presented in this Chapter was done in a collaborative project.
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3.1 Introduction.

Nowadays, a common experimental practice is to identify miRNAs and their expression pat-
terns using next generation sequencing technologies (NGS) [151] which represent a powerful
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tool to obtain genome-wide expression levels of sRNAs. Commonly, NGS experiments are
able to generate more than 20 million sRNA-seq reads, thus promoting the development of
algorithms to transform and process such data into biological information [32].

As mentioned earlier, there are two computational strategies for the discovery of miRNAs:
1) genome-based approaches that rely on the mapping of the sRNA-seq reads to a reference
genome and subsequent evaluation of the sequences generating the characteristic hairpin struc-
ture of miRNA precursors [23]; 2) machine-learning approaches which rely on the biogenesis
features extracted from the knowledge on miRNA sequences available in databases such as
miRBase [97] and on the analysis of the duplex structure of miRNAs [195]. Genome-based
methods, that have been updated at the pace of the evolving NGS technologies, are the most
widely used tools in this field, and their results have populated the public miRNA repositories
[32]. Such methods are the natural choice for the study of model species with high quality
reference genomes available. However, it has been shown that most of the genome-based tools
struggle with a high rate of false positive predictions [23]. Additionally, a critical step of
such tools is the use of genome aligners [103, 115] to map the sRNA-seq reads to the refer-
ence genome. Mapping short (<30 nt) and very similar sequences to a large, complex, and
repetitive reference genome is however a difficult and error-prone task [221]. Genome-based
methods are thus highly sensitive to the aligner selected as well as to the parameters employed
and the thresholds chosen (e.g. number of mismatches allowed) in order to discard mapping
artefacts generated from sequencing errors [118]. Furthermore, despite all the advancements
in the sequencing technologies and de novo assembly methods, few complete genomes are
available today, which is a recurring problem that researchers working on non-model species
face [1]. The lack of a high quality reference genome thus reduces the possibilities for discov-
ering novel miRNAs [195]. Genome-based methods such as miRDeep [61], miRDeep2 [63],
and miR-PREFeR [110] are included in this group.

On the other hand, new methods such as miReader [84], MirPlex [135], and mirnovo [195],
in particular using machine-learning approaches, were specifically developed as an alternative
to discover miRNAs in species without a reference genome. In the case of mirnovo, the initial
step involves the clustering of the sRNA-seq reads performing an all-vs-all read comparison
that is followed by a subsequent classification of the clusters into putative miRNAs using
pre-trained models. The performance obtained by such methods on well-annotated species is
comparable to those achieved by genome-based methods [23]. However, relying exclusively
on annotated miRNAs for training machine learning models may introduce a bias towards
the identification of well-characterized miRNAs over species-specific ones [32]. Nonetheless,
machine learning methods have demonstrated that it is possible to discover miRNAs using
only the sequence information present in the sRNA-seq experiment [195].

There remains however a need to go further in the development of algorithms for finding
novel miRNAs in non-model species using only the sequence information. With this purpose in
mind, the adoption of a special type of graphs called de Bruijn graphs may be considered. This
is a widely used approach for the de novo reconstruction of genome or transcriptome sequences
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[39]. It therefore appears to be a plausible option for organizing, clustering and assembling
the sequence information present in sRNA-seq experiments. However, accommodating the de
Bruijn graph approach for the discovery of miRNAs involves the development of new methods
to address the specific characteristics of sRNA-seq data. Indeed, mature miRNA sequences
are short (18-24 nt), thus limiting the overlap length for building a de Bruijn graph which in
turn impacts the global topology by inducing tangled graph structures. Moreover, miRNAs
captured in a sRNA-seq experiment have variable expression, from low (few reads) to highly
expressed (thousands of reads), which may induce spurious graph connections that should
be removed in order to isolate and detect both types of miRNAs. Finally, the sequencing
errors present in sRNA-seq data further induce spurious connections and are harder to detect
as compared to genomic data due to the variable expression and the shorter lengths of the
miRNAs. Overall, using a de Bruijn graph to analyze sRNA-seq data and extract information
from such data seems thus counterintuitive as mature miRNAs are captured full-length by the
current NGS technologies. However, a de Bruijn graph has several interesting properties for
the discovery of miRNAs, mainly due to the fact that it encodes all the sRNA-seq sequence
information at once in a compact and connected representation (graph), without the need to
perform an all-vs-all read comparison or mapping to a reference.

In this chapter, we present BrumiR, a de novo algorithm based on a de Bruijn graph approach
that is able to identify miRNAs directly and exclusively from sRNA-seq data. Unlike other
state-of-the-art algorithms, BrumiR does not rely on a reference genome, on the availability
of close phylogenetic species, or on conserved sequence information. Instead, BrumiR starts
from a de Bruijn graph encoding all the reads and is able to directly identify putative miRNAs
on the generated graph. BrumiR also removes sequencing errors and navigates inside the
graph detecting putative miRNAs by considering several miRNA biogenesis properties (such
as expression, length, topology in the graph). Along with miRNA discovery, BrumiR can
also assemble and identify other types of small and long non-coding RNAs expressed within
the sequencing data. Finally, when a reference genome is available, BrumiR provides a
new mapping tool (BrumiR2reference) that performs an exhaustive search to identify and
validate the precursor sequences. We benchmarked BrumiR on animal and plant species using
simulated datasets. To this purpose, we developed miRsim, a tool for simulating sRNA-seq
reads from mature miRNA sequences (mirBase). The benchmark results show that BrumiR
is very sensitive, besides being the fastest tool, and its predictions were supported by the
characteristic hairpin structure of miRNAs.

This chapter is composed as follows. In Section 3.2, I introduce some definitions. Then, in
Section 3.3, I explain how we can use the de Bruijn graph for encoding sRNA-seq data, and
present the different steps of BrumiR to remove noise and capture the miRNA candidates. I
also show the main complexities of the de Bruijn graph using miRNA reads. In Section 3.4, I
present BrumiR and in Section 3.5, I show a benchmark of BrumiR on simulated data using
the miRsim tool.
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3.2 Definitions.

The de Bruijn graph is constructed by breaking the reads into words of a fixed length k which
are called k-mers (Figure 3.1A), each distinct k-mer representing a node of the graph (Fig-
ure 3.1B) while the arcs connect two nodes when the suffix of length k − 1 of the label of
one node is equal to the prefix of length k − 1 of the other (Figure 3.1B1). The arc is then
labeled by this common suffix-prefix of length k− 1 (Figure 3.1B). For instance, if k is 5 and
the vertices are labeled TGAGG and GAGGT then the arc between the first vertex and the
second will be labeled GAGG (Figure 3.1B1).
The bi-directed de Bruijn graph of order k is a natural way of representing the double-stranded
nature of overlaps between DNA sequences (Figure 3.1B2). In practice, two k-mers that are
reverse-complements of each other are represented by a single node by selecting arbitrarily
the one with smallest lexicographical order.
A sequence of arcs e1, ...., en in a bi-directed de Bruijn graph is a walk. A walk spells its
corresponding sequence. Intuitively, an arc implies that the strings of the two nodes can be
combined, using the k − 1 overlapping bases, into a bigger sequence. For example the walk
e1, e2, e3, e4 in Figure 3.1B2 spells the sequence TGAGGTAG. A walk from e1 to en is a
unipath if it is a path (i.e. does not repeat nodes) such that all the nodes have in and out-
degree equal to 1 (Figure 3.1C, green nodes). A unipath is maximal if it cannot be extended
in either direction. In the compacted bi-directed de Bruijn graph, every maximal unipath
and its complement is replaced by a single vertex (Figure 3.1C, green nodes). Formally, the
unipath graph is created by compressing the nodes into maximal unipaths (Figure 3.1C). The
genome sequence is reconstructed by visiting every arc of the unipath graph exactly once
(allowing the revisit of nodes), which corresponds to a Eulerian path [161] (Figure 3.1D).
In summary, the main steps to encode and build genome sequences using a de Bruijn graph
approach, involves splitting the reads into k-mers, and then using the overlap of k-1 bases to
build the compressed bi-directed node-centric de Bruijn graph, followed by the determination
of an eulerian path to reconstruct the genomic sequence (Figure 3.1F).
BrumiR employs the Bcalm2 program to build the compressed bi-directed node-centric de
Bruijn graph of order k from a set of sRNA-seq reads, plus additional algorithms described
in the following sections to assemble without a reference genome a set of mature miRNA
sequences.

3.3 Implementation.

3.3.1 Building a de Bruijn graph for sRNA-seq data.

BrumiR starts by building a compact de Bruijn graph from the sRNA-seq reads given as
input. De Bruijn graphs are a widely used approach in the genome assembly problem [39].
BrumiR uses this graph to organize, detect, and exploit the sequence information of sRNA-
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Figure 3.1 – From reads to a de Bruijn graph and from a de Bruijn graph to a genome.
A) Reads are split into consecutive k-mers of a fixed length (here k=5). B) The distinct
k-mers represent the nodes and an arc between two nodes is added if the k-1 suffix of
one node is equal to the k-1 prefix of the other node; therefore, an arc represents an
exact overlap of k-1 bases (B1). Due to the complementarity of DNA/RNA sequences,
the resulting de Bruijn graph is bi-directed (B2), with blue and red arcs representing
the forward and reverse strands, respectively. C) The compression of simple paths,
which are composed of nodes with one in and one out arc (green nodes), leads to the
so-called unipath graph. D) Paths generating the original genome sequence for both
strands. F) Summary of the main steps to encode and build genome sequences using
a de Bruijn graph approach.
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Figure 3.2 – Length distribution of mature sequences in miRBase. We used miRBase
v21 with a total of 35828 entries and we observed that the length is between 19-24 nt.

seq experiments. BrumiR takes as input sequencing files in FASTA or FASTQ formats. The
sequencing data can be cleaned, using a fastq pre-processor [33] (i.e. fastp), to remove adapter
sequences and trim low quality bases. BrumiR employs the Bcalm [35] tool to build a de
Bruijn graph from the sRNA-seq reads. Bcalm uses a node-centric bi-directed de Bruijn
graph where the nodes are k-mers, that is words of length k, and an arc between two nodes if
the k − 1 suffix of one node is equal to the k − 1 prefix of the subsequent node, representing
an exact overlap of k − 1 bases [35]. A critical parameter of any de Bruijn graph approach
is the k-mer size [50]. We observed that the length of all mature miRNA sequences stored
in the miRBase database (v21) [97] have a minimum value of 18 nt (Figure 3.2). We thus
empirically set the k-mer size equal to 18. Bcalm compacts the nodes of the de Bruijn
graph into maximal unipaths by gluing all the nodes of the graph with an in-degree and an
out-degree equal to one, thus generating the so-called unipath graph [35]. The unipath graph
is the starting point of BrumiR (Figure 3.8.1). Notice that the unipath graph generated
by Bcalm does not represent what is expected for a set of mature miRNAs (one connected
component for each miRNA) and therefore further graph operations are needed. BrumiR
uses a minimum k-mer frequency (KM value) of 5 and all k-mers with lower frequency are
ignored, without losing most of the information contained in the sequencing reads (Figure
3.3).
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Figure 3.3 – Kmer spectrum of sRNA-seq data. A) The histogram shows the number
of distinct kmers (Y-axis) as a function of the read coverage (KC X-axis). In the
lower coverage of the spectrum (black rectangle), we observe a high number of distinct
kmers which are likely sequencing errors. The kmers that correspond to noise represent
approximately less than 15
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3.3.2 Removing sequencing errors from the unipath sRNA-seq

graph.

BrumiR deletes from the unipath graph all the nodes that have only one connection (degree
equal to 1), known as dead-end paths or tips [36]. Usually, these nodes have a low abundance
value associated to them (KM less than or equal to 5, the default parameter). Moreover, Bru-
miR deletes isolated nodes (degree equal to 0) having a low abundance; isolated nodes highly
expressed are however conserved for further analysis. All these nodes are likely artifacts gen-
erated from sequencing errors because they are not deeply expressed in the sRNAs-seq reads
[44]. BrumiR iterates this step 3 times in order to prune and clean the unipath graph (pol-
ishing). This operation, called ’tip removal’, edits the original unipath graph, and therefore
a new unipath graph with a new structure is generated (Figure 3.8.2).

3.3.3 An expressed mature miRNA has uniform coverage.

The unipath graph of a set of miRNAs from a sRNA-seq experiment has non-uniform cov-
erage as different miRNAs and other elements may be connected in a single big component
(Figure 3.8.1). BrumiR evaluates each connection of the unipath graph to identify those
that link two nodes with a large expression difference. According to the miRNA biogenesis,
after a stable miRNA precursor is cleaved by Dicer, among its three products, the miRNA
mature sequence is the most abundant and when it is sequenced, it has a uniform expression
along its sequence [61]. Thus due to miRNA biogenesis, it is possible to capture the complete
miRNA mature sequence having a homogeneous expression [23] directly from the sRNA-seq
experiments. BrumiR expects a similar KM value for k-mers originating from the same ma-
ture miRNA gene. Accordingly, if we observe two connected nodes that show a big difference
in their abundance values, this connection is deleted and we keep the nodes unconnected.
In particular, two unipaths U = [a, b] connected in the graph have a KM value associated
to them that represents their coverage from the reads information. BrumiR scans all the
neighbor connections and if the difference between their KMs is larger than three-fold, the
connection is deleted (Uikm/Ujkm > 3). In this way, BrumiR defines a relative threshold
that will depend on each unipath neighborhood in the graph. Finally, BrumiR repeats the
tips removal step to eliminate new low frequency isolated nodes (Figure 3.8.4).

3.3.4 miRNAs and other sequences are captured in single con-

nected components.

After the previous steps of BrumiR, a new unipath graph emerges, with a new structure.
It is thus necessary to identify and classify the new connected elements within the graph
(Figure 3.8). A connected component (CC) of a graph is a maximal strongly connected
subgraph [112]. BrumiR computes the CCs of the unipath graph, and then each CC is
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processed independently to identify miRNA candidates as well as to discard other sequences
present in the unipath graph.

3.3.5 BrumiR classifies low abundance non-linear topologies as

sequencing artefacts.

BrumiR detects topologies that are potentially related to sequencing errors and thus unlikely
to be miRNA candidates. The shapes of these topologies were identified by visual inspection
of several unipath graphs and are described in detail in Figure 3.4. Usually they have low
KM and are composed of lowly expressed branching nodes with 3, 4 or 5 connections to the
principal structures in the graph (Figure 3.4). Moreover, we observed that the sequences
contained in these topologies were usually redundant and contained in other linear and more
expressed CCs. In this way, we are not discarding relevant sequence information. BrumiR
removes about 10% of the CCs in this step.

3.3.6 Re-assembling unipaths within each CC.

BrumiR re-assembles all unipaths present in the linear CCs by bundling the nodes with in
and out degree equal to 1 into a new unipath. BrumiR classifies them into different types
based on their length. The latter is the length of the sequence represented by the new unipath.
All CCs having a length between 18 and 24 are stored as potential miRNA sequences. The
CCs corresponding to an isolated node that have high KM (KM>50) are included in the
latter group. CCs with lengths over 24 are classified as longer sequences or other types of
genomic sequences captured along with the miRNAs. The longer sequences are put aside for
later analysis. Moreover, BrumiR identifies circular CCs and branching CCs. The former
are circular unipaths and the latter CCs with a high number of branching nodes. Branching
CCs are not considered in the subsequent steps because they are likely sequencing errors (low
abundance) or contamination present in the sRNA-seq data (Figure 3.5).

3.3.7 Re-clustering potential miRNAs.

After grouping unipaths by CCs, BrumiR builds an overlap graph to rescue the missing con-
nections between potential miRNA candidates sharing an overlap with another candidate.
First, BrumiR adds all the candidates as nodes of the overlap graph, then an all-vs-all k-mer
comparison is performed using exact overlaps of length k=15. Candidates sharing an exact
overlap are connected in the overlap graph. Then, the connected components are computed to
identify clusters of miRNA candidates, and the most expressed candidate within each compo-
nent is selected as the representative candidate of the cluster. The representative candidates
are compared all-vs-all in a second overlap step that allows a maximum edit distance of 2,
which is implemented using the edlib library [187]. BrumiR then builds a second overlap
graph, computes again the connected components, and selects the most expressed candidate
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Figure 3.4 – BrumiR classifies low abundance non-linear topologies as sequencing
errors. A) BrumiR identifies these topologies connected to the principal structures
in the graph, which appear after the first tip removal steps of BrumiR. B) These
topologies have low abundance (KM value) and are composed of branching nodes with
3, 4, or 5 connections.
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Figure 3.5 – Re-assembling unipaths within each CC. BrumiR re-assembles all unipaths
present in a linear CC by bundling the nodes with in and out-degree equal to 1 into
a new unipath. BrumiR rebuilds each unipath within a CC and classifies them into
different types. A) Circular CCs: when all unipaths are have an in and out-connection,
we classify the CC as a circular sequence that is not a putative miRNA. B) Branching
CCs: when we detect a CC with a high number of branching nodes, we do not consider
it anymore for the moment, because we consider it related to sequencing errors (usually
they have a low KM value). C) Long CCs: when we detect more than 10 unipaths,
we can classify them as longer non-coding sequences, but we still keep them for later
analysis. D) Potential miRNAs: all assembled unipaths (CCs) having a length between
18 and 24 are stored as potential miRNA sequences.
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as the representative of each cluster. The other members of each connected component are
classified as putative isomiRs and saved in a file for later analysis.

3.3.8 Identifying other expressed RNA sequences.

In sRNA-seq experiments, different types of RNAs are expressed, some of which, such as
small non-coding RNA elements, may have similar length with miRNAs [101]. The RFAM
database [86] is a collection of curated RNA families including three functional classes of
RNAs (non-coding, cis-regulatory elements, and self-splicing RNAs), which are classified into
families according to their secondary structure and sequence information (Covariance Models)
[86]. We downloaded 3,017 RNA families present in RFAM (v14.1) and excluded 529 miRNA
families [87]. The sequences of 2,488 RFAM families were concatenated (a total of 2,736,549
sequences) and used to build a 16-mer database with the KMC3 k-mer counter tool [95]
("-fm -n100 -k16 -ci5"). All distinct 16-mers with a frequency lower than 5 were excluded,
leading to a total of 6,204,556 distinct 16-mers related to RNA elements. Additionally, we
downloaded all the mature miRNA sequences from miRBase (v22.1) [97] and built a 16-
mer database with KMC3 ("-fm -n100 -k16 -ci1 mature.fa.gz"). RFAM 16-mers matching
16-mers from the 16-mer mature miRBase database were excluded from RFAM, leading to
a 16-mer RFAM database with a total of 6,204,487 distinct 16-mers (Figure 3.6). Finally,
the BrumiR candidates (18-24 length) were matched to the 16-mer RFAM database, and
matching candidates were excluded and reported as sequences potentially associated to other
RNA elements. The BrumiR candidates passing the aforementioned filter are reported as
the final list of miRNA candidates.
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Figure 3.6 – 16-mer profile of RFAM entries.
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3.4 BrumiR algorithm: from miRNA reads to a de

Bruijn graph.

The main idea behind BrumiR is that mature miRNAs can be discovered directly from the
information contained in the sequenced sRNA-seq reads. To achieve this, BrumiR starts
by building a de Bruijn graph (using k-mers of size 18) from the sRNA-seq reads, then
compacting all the simple nodes thus leading to the unipath graph [35] (Figure 3.8.1). The
unipath graph encodes all the sequence information of the sRNA-seq experiment, including
sequencing errors, adapters, and other types of sequences (Figure 3.8.1). The construction of
the unipath graph allows to avoid entirely the alignment of the sRNA-seq reads to a reference
genome. Following the unipath graph construction, BrumiR cleans the graph by removing
tips (dead-end nodes) with low expression/abundance (KM < 5), which are usually generated
from sequencing errors (Figure 3.8.2).

One feature of the miRNA biogenesis is that after Dicer cleavage, the mature miRNA is
the most abundant of the three by-products and when it is sequenced, it has a uniform
expression along its sequence [61]. Therefore, BrumiR expects that the neighbor elements
within a particular putative miRNA will have similar expression. BrumiR checks all neighbor
connections (arcs), and deletes any connection with a relative expression difference larger than
3 fold (Figure 3.8.3), and the new graph is cleaned again by removing tips (Figure 3.8.4).
Clusters of unipaths (connected components) with topologies related to sequencing errors
are also removed (Figure 3.8.5). BrumiR attempts to re-assemble all unipaths within a
connected component (CC) of the graph, and those with between 18 and 24 nt are classified
as putative miRNAs, while longer re-assembled unipaths (>24 nt) are classified as other
longer sequences (Figure 3.8.6). BrumiR then restores missing connections by re-clustering
the putative miRNAs performing an all-vs-all comparison. The most expressed miRNA is
selected as the representative of the cluster (Figure 3.8.7) and the remaining members are
classified as potential isomiRs (Figure 3.8.7).

The final BrumiR step uses the RFAM database to discard predicted miRNAs matching to
other classes of RNA (e.g. Ribosomal genes, Figure 3.8.8). As an example, BrumiR reduces
the input sRNA-seq data by five orders of magnitude generating less than 1,000 putative
mature miRNAs (24 million input reads to 966 miRNA candidates, see Figure 3.8.10). Finally,
BrumiR outputs several FASTA files with all predicted mature miRNAs, all longer RNAs,
putative isomiRs, other sRNAs (RFAM comparison), and a table with expression values for
each predicted miRNA (Figure 3.8.9). Additionally, BrumiR outputs the final graph in GFA
format, which can be explored using Bandage [199] (Figure 3.8).
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Figure 3.7 – BrumiR algorithm. Different steps of BrumiR to discover miRNAs
from sRNA-seq data. 1.1 De Bruijn graph step, 1.2 Tips removal iterative step, 1.3
Delete neighbor connection step, 1.4 Tips removal step repetition, 1.5 Topology analysis
step, 1.6 Re-assembling unipaths by CC step, 1.7 Re-clustering by overlap step, 1.8
Filtering other sRNAs by RFAM step, 1.9 BrumiR candidates catalog.
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Figure 3.8 – Visualization with Bandage. BrumiR provides an output compatible with
the Bandage software, which can be employed to visualize and explore the results in a
user-friendly way.
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3.5 Results: BrumiR achieves the highest accuracy

on simulated data.

We simulated synthetic reads from animal and plant species, and compared the results of
BrumiR to those obtained with the miRDeep2 [63] and miR-PREFeR [110] tools. The
sRNA-seq reads were simulated using miRsim (https://github.com/camoragaq/miRsim), a
tool that we developed specifically for simulating sRNA-seq reads from a list of known miRNA
mature sequences. miRsim is based on wgsim (https://github.com/lh3/wgsim), which is
a widely used tool for simulating short Illumina genomic reads. miRsim includes function-
alities specific of sRNA-seq reads such as variable depth/coverage and shorter read lengths.
miRNA mature sequences were obtained from miRBase [97] for animal (High Confidence)
and plant species. The animal species that we considered were: Homo sapiens, Mus mus-
culus, Drosophila melanogaster, Danio rerio, and Caenorhabditis elegans, while the following
plant species were included: A. thaliana, Oryza sativa, Physcomitrella patens, Zea mays, and
Solanum lycopersicum. Table 3.1 provides further details (i.e. number of reads, number
of mature miRNAs etc.) for each simulated dataset. miRDeep2 was run on the animal
datasets with the default parameters providing the respective reference genome. Similarly,
miR-PREFeR was run with the default parameters on the plant datasets. BrumiR was run
with the default parameters on both the animal and plant datasets. The list of simulated
miRNAs was considered as the ground truth, and precision, recall and F-Score quality metrics
were computed to assess the performance of each discovery tool. The benchmark metrics were
defined as follows:

recall = TP
TP+FN

Precision = TP
TP+FP

F − Score = 2 ∗ (Recall∗Precision)
(Recall+Precision)

where:
TP = true positive elements predicted as miRNAs present in the miRBase input list.
FP = false positive elements predicted as miRNAs but not present in the miRBase input list.
FN = false negative elements not predicted as miRNAs, but that were present in the miRBase
input list.
To evaluate the performance of BrumiR, we applied it to discover mature miRNAs on sim-
ulated sRNA-seq reads from 10 animal and 10 plant species (Figure 3.9A). We compared
BrumiR to the state-of-the-art genome-based miRNA discovery tools miRDeep2 [63] and
miR-PREFeR [110], which were developed specifically for animal (miRDeep2) and plant
(miR-PREFeR) species. For each tested species, we generated two synthetic datasets with
different error-rates (0.01 and 0.02) using the miRsim tool implemented and provided by the
BrumiR toolkit (https://github.com/camoragaq/miRsim), and the high-confidence miR-
NAs annotated in the miRBase database. A total of 20 datasets with an average of 11.5

https://github.com/camoragaq/miRsim
https://github.com/lh3/wgsim
https://github.com/camoragaq/miRsim
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million reads were simulated. The list of simulated miRNAs was considered as the ground
truth, and benchmark metrics (Figure 3.9C) were computed to assess the performance of
BrumiR and of the other software (Table 3.1).
BrumiR recovered more mature miRNAs than the others, on average 92% (as opposed to 41%
and 64% for miRDeep2 and miR-PREFeR, respectively), and presented the highest average
recall across all the simulated datasets (Figure 3.9B). BrumiR recovered more than 90% of
the simulated mature miRNAs in 17 of the 20 simulated datasets (Figure 3.9B). In particular
on the H. sapiens, M. musculus and D. melanogaster datasets, BrumiR recovered three times
more candidates than miRDeep2 (Figure 3.9B). As concerns precision, BrumiR tended to
generate more putative candidates than MiR-PREFeR (median 316 vs 264) and miRDeep2
(median 445 vs 308). The slightly higher number of BrumiR candidates resulted in lower
average precision than miRDeep2 (0.59 vs 0.69) and MiR-PREFeR (0.63 vs 0.87). This is
due to the fact that BrumiR does not use the hairpin structure filter employed by the other
software. If we consider both precision and recall (F-Score), BrumiR was the top performer in
16 of the 20 datasets evaluated (Figure 3.9C). With animal species, BrumiR always reached
a higher F-score than miRDeep2. With plant species, BrumiR was better or comparable to
miR-PREFeR on most datasets, except for Z. mays and P. pattens where miR-PREFeR
reached a higher F-Score (Figure 3.9C). In terms of computational time, BrumiR was the
fastest method. In particular, BrumiR core was on average 30X faster than miRDeep2 and
10X times faster than MiR-PREFeR (Table 3.2). The speed of BrumiR relies on efficient
alignment-free and graph-based approaches.
Overall, we showed with simulated data that BrumiR discovers putative mature miRNAs
without a reference genome across different eukaryotic species achieving the highest accuracy
and computational efficiency.
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Table 3.1 – Simulated sRNA-seq used to evaluate the performance of BrumiR.

BrumiR miRDeep2/miR-PREFeR BrumiR miRDeep2/miR-PREFeR
#reads mapped %mapped unipaths candidates TP hit candidates TP hit precision recall F-score precision recall F-score
(M) ref. genome (ref. genome) miRBase miRBase

Animal datasets

Homo sapiens f1 22.91 21.01 91.71 79,986 1,205 766 794 1,136 614 443 0.64 0.93 0.75 0.54 0.52 0.53
f2 22.91 20.46 89.32 108,829 1,391 776 798 1,298 627 449 0.56 0.93 0.70 0.48 0.52 0.50

Mus musculus f1 21.29 19.90 93.49 73,003 1,117 716 719 700 509 389 0.64 0.94 0.76 0.73 0.51 0.60
f2 21.29 19.39 91.07 99,995 1,284 710 707 767 501 380 0.55 0.93 0.69 0.65 0.50 0.57

Drosophila melagonaster f1 7.46 7.13 95.56 26,785 418 269 265 32 30 24 0.64 1.00 0.78 0.94 0.09 0.17
f2 7.46 6.90 92.43 36,683 472 274 270 36 30 24 0.58 1.00 0.73 0.83 0.09 0.16

Danio rerio f1 7.00 6.37 91.02 24,073 337 205 224 306 182 113 0.61 0.91 0.73 0.59 0.46 0.52
f2 7.00 6.16 88.05 33,370 396 198 221 309 180 113 0.50 0.90 0.64 0.58 0.46 0.51

Caenorhabditis elegans f1 5.42 5.31 98.01 20,082 323 204 205 196 157 105 0.63 0.95 0.76 0.80 0.49 0.61
f2 5.42 5.13 94.62 28,449 351 206 205 206 157 106 0.59 0.95 0.73 0.76 0.49 0.60

Plant datasets

Zea mays f1 8.44 6.68 79.17 22,503 230 149 215 166 160 159 0.65 0.80 0.71 0.96 0.59 0.73
f2 8.44 6.47 76.72 29,232 252 147 215 188 175 174 0.58 0.77 0.66 0.93 0.62 0.74

Physcomitrella patens f1 7.84 6.57 83.82 22,247 299 194 270 184 184 213 0.65 0.93 0.77 1.00 0.74 0.85
f2 7.84 6.33 80.76 29,796 333 200 267 184 184 213 0.60 0.92 0.73 1.00 0.73 0.85

Oryza sativa f1 19.92 14.39 72.25 61,034 849 553 662 1,296 974 440 0.65 0.90 0.76 0.75 0.60 0.67
f2 19.92 13.90 69.76 83,602 955 554 634 1,408 1,038 433 0.58 0.87 0.70 0.74 0.59 0.66

Solanum lycopersicum f1 3.52 2.65 75.33 11,751 180 121 133 1,078 798 100 0.67 0.92 0.78 0.74 0.69 0.72
f2 3.52 2.58 73.42 16,041 209 121 126 979 669 94 0.58 0.91 0.71 0.68 0.68 0.68

Arabidopsis thaliana f1 11.22 9.33 83.15 32,464 510 358 405 249 243 246 0.70 0.96 0.81 0.98 0.59 0.73
f2 11.22 9.01 80.37 43,174 571 365 399 278 267 253 0.64 0.95 0.77 0.96 0.61 0.74
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Table 3.2 – Total elapsed time per tool (seconds) on synthetic datasets. The total elapsed time
reported include only the core step of each algorithm.

Species dataset BrumiR miRDeep2/miR-PREFeR

animal

Homo sapiens f1 111 6394
f2 433 9661

Mus musculus f1 97 5101
f2 383 8169

Drosophila melagonaster f1 25 922
f2 61 1182

Danio rerio f1 22 1679
f2 55 2067

Caenorhabditis elegans f1 16 917
f2 38 1044

plant

Zea mays f1 20 177
f2 58 173

Physcomitrella patens f1 19 196
f2 55 222

Oryza sativa f1 63 1661
f2 227 1342

Solanum lycopersicum f1 12 1204
f2 20 1193

Arabidopsis thaliana f1 31 363
f2 106 362
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3.6 Conclusion.

In the first part of this Chapter, in Section 3.4, I introduced the BrumiR core algorithm,
preceded in Sections 3.2 and 3.3 by a description of each step used by BrumiR to navigate
within the graph, remove errors and infer the miRNA candidates. There indeed, I explain
in detail how I solve every challenge met by BrumiR using a de Bruijn graph to catch
and organize the information contained in the sRNA-seq reads. Unlike other state-of-the-art
tools, BrumiR does not rely on a reference genome, on the availability of close phylogenetic
species, or on conserved sequence information. Instead, BrumiR starts from a de Bruijn
graph encoding all the reads and is able to directly identify putative mature miRNAs on the
generated graph. Along with discovering miRNAs, BrumiR assembles and identifies other
types of small and long non-coding RNAs expressed within the sequencing data.
To benchmark BrumiR, in Section 3.5, I presented miRsim, a tool for simulating sRNA-seq
reads from mature microRNA sequences (mirBase). miRsim is able to simulate miRNAs
with SNPs and insertion/deletion (Indel) polymorphisms, as well as to simulate reads with
uniform substitution sequencing errors. The benchmark shows that BrumiR achieves the
highest accuracy on simulated data.
In summary, we observe a better performance of BrumiR as compared with the state-of-the-
art tools, but it is necessary to further see the usefulness of BrumiR on real datasets and to
compare its predictions with that of the other methods in such context. To that purpose, we
present in the next chapter a validation of the performance of BrumiR by benchmarking it on
real datasets. The code of BrumiR is freely available at https://github.com/camoragaq/
BrumiR.

https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR.
https://github.com/camoragaq/BrumiR.
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4.1 Introduction

In this Chapter, we benchmarked BrumiR on animal and plant species using real datasets to
see its performance in a real scenario. The benchmark results show that BrumiR is very sen-
sitive, besides being the fastest tool, and its predictions were supported by the characteristic
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hairpin structure of miRNAs. In order to improve the prediction of BrumiR and validate the
miRNA candidates, we developed BrumiR2reference, a new mapping tool that performs
an exhaustive search to identify and validate the precursor sequences when a reference genome
is available. To establish the principal features of a hairpin miRNA sequence, we performed a
complete analysis of all precursor sequences present in miRBase v21 [97] using the bpRNA
tool [42]. In order to test the power of BrumiR in a known biological context, we applied
BrumiR on a well-annotated organism to determine the potential to uncover putative novel
miRNA candidates. We sequenced a total of 18 sRNA-seq libraries from different stages of
root development of Arabidopsis thaliana and we used the BrumiR toolkit to analyze our
data. We annotated three novel miRNAs involved in plant development, showing with a real
experiment how BrumiR infers novel information even in highly annotated genomes.

4.2 Implementation

4.2.1 Benchmarking BrumiR using real sRNA-seq reads.

We downloaded publicly available sRNA-seq data for the plant and animal species listed
in the synthetic benchmark, and two datasets for each species were included (Table 4.1).
Additionally, we included mirnovo [195], a tool that can discover miRNAs without a reference
genome. The predictions of BrumiR were benchmarked along with miRDeep2 (v2.0.1.2) [63]
and mirnovo for the animal datasets. Similarly, miR-PREFeR [110] replaced miRDeep2
for the plant datasets (Table 4.1).

The stand-alone packages of BrumiR, miRDeep2 and miR-PREFeR were used to discover
miRNAs in all datasets. The software mirnovo was run using its web version because the
stand-alone package was not available and the developer recommends the use of the web
version instead. The miRNA discovery was performed for each sample independently using
default parameters for miRDeep2, miR-PREFeR and mirnovo. In particular, we used
the scripts provided by miRDeep2 and miR-PREFeR to map the reads to the reference
genome, and the predictions for these tools were performed on the resulting alignment files.
The mirnovo predictions were done using the animal and plant universal panel respectively,
as recommended when the reference genome is not available. BrumiR was run using the com-
mand line and parameters provided in commands section 4.3.2. Moreover, the predictions of
BrumiR were refined using the BrumiR2reference tool on the available reference genome
of the selected species (Table 4.1). Benchmark metrics (precision, recall, and F-Score) were
computed as before but considering all the annotated mature sequences present in miRBase
(v22.1) [97] as the ground-truth.
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4.2.2 Identifying precursor sequences for the candidates of Bru-

miR (BrumiR2Reference)

As mentioned before, the biogenesis of miRNAs involves both nuclear and cytoplasmic pro-
cessing. In the nuclear case, Drosha cleaves long primary transcripts releasing 60-150 nt
pre-miRNAS (60-70 nt in animals, 60-150 nt in plants), which form a hairpin loop [128].

Nowadays, various methods exist which identify the miRNAs by mapping the sRNA-seq reads
to a reference genome, thus identifying a precursor sequence, and then evaluate in silico the
RNA secondary structure and its minimum free energy (MFE) [23].

Unlike such current state-of-the-art tools that perform miRNA discovery by mapping all
the sRNA-seq reads to a reference genome, BrumiR first generates candidates by operating
directly on the sRNA-seq reads. The reduced list of potential BrumiR miRNA candidates
then permits the computation of a more exhaustive alignment than when mapping directly
the sRNA-seq reads to the reference genome.

BrumiR aligns each candidate to the reference genome using an exact alignment method
that computes the edit distance [145] between two strings and thus supports mismatches,
insertions and deletions. The BrumiR2reference tool divides the reference genome in
non-overlapping windows of 200bp (adjustable parameter), then the window is indexed using
12-mers and each miRNA candidate is matched in both strands (split at 12-mers). When a
12-mer match is found, an exhaustive alignment is computed between the window and the
matching miRNA candidate. The alignment is performed using a fast implementation of
Myers’ bit-vector algorithm [187].

A miRNA candidate is stored as hit if the alignment in the current genomic window has an
edit distance less than or equal to 2. After scanning all the genomic windows, the vector
of hits is sorted by miRNA-candidate, edit distance (0-2), and alignment sequence coverage.
For a single miRNA-candidate, a maximum of 100 genomic locations (best hits) are selected.
BrumiR2reference then builds a potential precursor sequence for each selected hit using
a strategy similar to the ones employed by miRDeep2 [63] and Mirinho [79]. BrumiR
excises the potential precursor hairpin sequence from the flanking genomic coordinates of
the reported miRNA candidate hits (mature sequence) in both strands. Potential precursor
hairpin sequences of length 110 bp are built for animal species from both strands, while
for plant species hairpin sequences of lengths 110, 150, 200, 250 and 300 bp are built from
both strands [145]. Secondary structure prediction for all the potential precursor sequences is
performed using RNAfold (v2.4.9) [125]. Secondary structures with a minimum free energy
in the range of 15-80 kcal/mol are checked for a hairpin loop characteristic of miRNAs [172]
(Figure Figure 4.1). Structures with a hairpin loop composed of a single segment without
pseudo-knot, multi-loops, external loops and with less than 5 bulges, 3 dangling ends, and
10 internal loops are classified as characteristic secondary structures of miRNA precursor
sequences. The aforementioned filters were derived from analyzing the secondary structure
of 38,589 precursor sequences stored in miRBase (v22.1) [97] using a modified version of the
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Figure 4.1 – Workflow of the BrumiR2Reference tool. The main steps involved the
mapping of the miRNA candidates to the genome using non-overlaping windows (1);
each hit is further refined using an exhaustive alignment (2). For each hit, a precursor
sequence is built (3), and its secondary structure is determined using RNAfold (4).
Finally, structures fulfilling a set of criteria (5) are classified as precursor sequences.

bpRNA program [42] (Figure 4.2).

4.2.3 miRNA discovery from Arabidopsis root samples.

A. thaliana Col-0 seedlings were grown hydroponically on Phytatrays on 0.5X Murashige and
Skoog medium (Phytotechnology Laboratories, cat. M519) under long-day conditions (16h
light and 8h dark) at 22◦C. Total RNA was isolated from plant roots after 5, 9, 13, 17, 21, and
25 days post-germination using the mirVana miRNA Isolation Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific,
cat. AM1560). RNA concentration was determined using the Qubit RNA BR Assay Kit
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, cat. Q10210), and integrity was verified by capillary electrophoresis
on a Fragment AnalyzerTM (Advanced Analytical Technologies, Inc.). The indexed sRNA
libraries were built employing the TruSeq small RNA Sample Preparation Kit (Illumina, Inc.)
following the manufacturer’s instructions. Briefly, 3’ and 5’ adaptors were sequentially ligated
to 1 µg of total RNA prior to reverse transcription and library amplification by PCR. Size
selection of the sRNA libraries was performed on 6% Novex TBE PAGE Gels (Thermo Fisher
Scientific, cat. EC6265BOX) and purified by ethanol precipitation. Both the library size
assessment and library quantification were carried out in a Fragment AnalyzerTM . Finally,
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Figure 4.3 – Applying BrumiR on SRNA-seq from Arabidopsis root libraries. A)
Experimental procedure to obtain the samples from the root. B) Construction of the
sRNA-seq libraries to be sequenced later.

the libraries were pooled and sequenced on an Illumina NextSeq 500 platform (Figure 4.3).
All samples were analyzed with BrumiR separately with default parameters to identify the
candidate miRNAs. We further validated the candidates having a putative precursor with a
hairpin structure analysis using the BrumiR2reference tool with the reference genome for
A. thaliana (GCF_000001735.4_TAIR10.1_genomic.fna). All validated candidate miRNAs
were compared with known miRNAs described for A. thaliana (437) present in miRBase
(v21). The putative novel miRNAs were curated manually. Specifically, we checked the
hairpin features, mature sequence alignment position, star sequence in the precursor sequence,
mismatches in the seed region, and exact overlap in the antisense miRNA sequence [23]. Then
a target analysis was performed using the Araport 11 cDNA library with the plant-specific
psRNATarget algorithm (based on a best expectation score) [41].

4.3 Results

4.3.1 The hairpin structure of mature miRNAs is found in most

of the BrumiR candidates.

In order to assess the performance of BrumiR on real data, we collected public datasets
for the same plant and animal species evaluated in the synthetic benchmark (Figure 3.9A).
On average, 15.4 and 18.2 raw million reads were used for the animal and plant datasets
(Table 4.1), respectively. The predictions of BrumiR were compared against those of the
state-of-the-art tools encompassing reference and de novo based methods [195, 63, 110]. In
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particular, we included mirnovo that similarly to BrumiR can discover mature miRNAs
directly from the reads. Before running the tools, low-quality reads were removed using fastp
[33] (∼10%). All the predicted miRNAs for each tool were annotated using the miRBase
database to identify known and novel predictions. On average, BrumiR predicted ∼1,000
putative mature miRNAs for the animal species, which was ∼2.7X higher than the miRDeep2
candidates and 1.7X lower than the candidates predicted by mirnovo (Figure 4.4A1). For
plant species, BrumiR predicted on average ∼1,900 putative mature miRNAs, which was
lower than the candidates predicted by mirR-PREFeR [160], and higher than the predictions
of mirnovo (301 on average) (Figure 4.4A1). A comparison using the miRBase [97] annotated
miRNAs revealed that BrumiR shared more candidates with miRDeep2 and miR-PREFeR
than with mirnovo (Figure 4.4A2). However, an important fraction (on average more than
70%) of the miRBase-annotated candidates were exclusive to each tool (Figure 4.4A2), which
summarizes the complexity of miRNA discovery.

Considering miRBase-annotated candidates as the ground-truth, we computed precision, re-
call and F-Score for all the evaluated tools (Figure 4.4B. BrumiR achieved an accuracy
(F-Score) better (animals) or comparable (plants) to the one obtained by the other software
(Figure 4.4B3). Moreover, BrumiR consistently reached the highest recall for most of the
datasets evaluated (Figure 4.4B2). The precision values of BrumiR were slightly lower for
some datasets (Figure 4.4B1). However, none of the methods performed well on this metric
(Figure 4.4B3). In particular, miRDeep2 reached the highest precision (∼0.7) on animal
species and all methods performed poorly on the evaluated plant species (average precision
<0.3). The low precision with plant species may be the product of a low number of entries an-
notated in miRBase for plants (10.414 vs 38.471 animals) as well as of a higher complexity of
plant miRNAs [145]. The BrumiR toolkit also provides a tool to determine the hairpin loop
of miRNA precursor sequences, which is the main structural feature of miRNAs [172]. Bru-
miR2reference maps the mature miRNA predicted by BrumiR to the reference genome
using an exhaustive alignment, generates precursor sequences, computes their secondary struc-
ture, and checks the hairpin structure using a variety of criteria inferred from analyzing more
than 30,000 miRBase precursor sequences from animal and plant species. We used Bru-
miR2reference as a double validation for all the predicted mature miRNAs generated by
BrumiR for the animal and plant datasets (Figure 4.4C). On average, BrumiR2reference
identified a valid precursor sequence having the characteristic hairpin structure for over 70%
of the BrumiR candidates (Figure 4.4C). In terms of speed, BrumiR core was the fastest tool.
BrumiR was on average 120X and 220X times faster than miRDeep2 and miR-PREFeR,
respectively (Table 4.2).

Overall, we demonstrated that BrumiR is a competitive tool for discovering mature miRNAs
without a reference genome. We showed that it was the most sensitive on most of the datasets
tested. The performance of our method was not only faster, but also better or comparable
to the state-of-the-art tools. Moreover, we also provided a new mapper approach to be used
when a reference genome is available, to further verify if a precursor sequence of the predicted
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Figure 4.4 – Real dataset benchmark of BrumiR and state-of-the-art tools.
A) Number of predictions by tool for all the datasets and the overlap between them
for 2 datasets (1 for animal and 1 for plant); B) Benchmarking metrics computed
using miRBase annotated miRNAs, precision and recall for each dataset; and average
metrics, including F-score. C) BrumiR candidates validated by Hairpin structure
(BrumiR2Reference).

mature miRNA is present in the genome. BrumiR therefore represents a reliable alternative
for the discovery of mature miRNAs in model and non-model species with or without a
reference genome.

4.3.2 Discovering novel miRNAs from sRNA-seq data of A.

thaliana roots using BrumiR.

A. thaliana is one of the best characterized model organisms, and the first plant species in
which miRNAs were cloned and sequenced [168]. To date, 436 mature miRNA sequences are
included in the miRBase database. Most of these miRNAs have been identified by studies
addressing the sRNAome of different plant organs [53], cell types [25], or responses to biotic
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or abiotic stress using sRNA-seq [82, 150].

We sequenced sRNA-seq libraries from the roots of A. thaliana after different time points dur-
ing vegetative development (Figure 4.3) to demonstrate the potential of BrumiR to discover
novel mature miRNAs in a known biological context. BrumiR was run independently for each
condition and replicate. The day 5 samples were excluded because of the low number of reads
when compared to the other samples (Table 4.3). BrumiR predicted, on average, 1,120 ma-
ture miRNAs per sample, which were further refined to 678 using the BrumiR2reference
tool. To take advantage of our experimental design, we considered as a putative miRNA the
ones present in the three replicates (core predictions)[13] (Figure 4.5A). Novel miRNAs were
identified using the following steps. First, predictions were classified as known miRNAs by
comparing with miRBase (160 known miRNAs out of a total of 436 miRNAs already described
for A. thaliana in miRBase). These known miRNAs were put aside to explore the sensitivity
of BrumiR in detecting novel putative miRNAs. We then clustered the remaining putative
miRNAs into three stages: early, late, and constitutive (Figure 4.5B). The days 9, 13 and 17
represent an early stage of the plant development [175]; days 17, 21 and 25 represent a late
stage of the plant development [175], and the putative miRNAs expressed in all conditions
represent the constitutive category. A total of 25 putative novel miRNAs were identified, and
a manual curation was carried out using all the information provided by BrumiR.

Three curated novel miRNAs fulfilling all the recommended criteria to annotate miRNAs
in plants [13] were discovered by BrumiR (Table 4.4). One of the curated miRNAs is
located in chr1:29,612,248-29,612,361 (from now on denoted as miR-8) with a free energy of
-40.5 and the characteristic hairpin structure of plant miRNAs (Figure 4.5C). Interestingly,
this miRNA locus has not been previously discovered because its mature sequence maps to
multiple chromosomes, and is therefore discarded by genome-based tools [221].

In an exploratory analysis to shed light on the potential targets of these novel miRNAs, we
conducted an in silico target transcript prediction using the psRNATarget algorithm [41]
(Table 4.5). FSD-1 (AT4G25100) was found to be one of the top genes regulated by this
novel miRNA miR-8. In A. thaliana, FSD-1 encodes a Fe superoxide dismutase enzyme which
regulates reactive oxygen species (ROS) levels of chloroplast and cytosol and participates in
salt stress tolerance [73]. Moreover, knockout mutants of FSD-1 exibit a lower number of
lateral roots, thereby suggesting an important role in root development [99]. FSD-1 is devel-
opmentally regulated, abundantly expressed from the 3rd day to the 13th day but significantly
decreased in the following days, and its differential accumulation between root zones is related
to emerging patterns of lateral roots and hair formation from trichomes [52]. Another pre-
dicted mRNA target of miR-8 is PER24 (AT2G39040), which is a peroxidase gene involved
in the detoxification of ROS in the extracellular and Na+ homeostasis and which plays an
important role in the resistance to salinity stress as does the FSD-1 gene [73]. It is plausible
to say that these novel miRNAs may be involved in the fine-tuning of lateral root growth in
the early stages of development. These results highlight the value of the BrumiR toolkit for
discovering novel miRNA candidates with functional impact on the organisms studied, even
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in the case where high quality genomes are available.
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Figure 4.5 – Applying BrumiR on sRNA-seq from Arabidopsis root libraries.
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signature peaks.

19

Figure 4.6 – Read coverage of novel precursor candidates found in the roots of Ara-
bidopsis thaliana. Reads of each experimental condition were mapped back to the novel
precursor sequences using Bowtie. Samtools was used to compute the read cover-
age (depth) along each precursor sequence. The three novel precursor sequences show
the read signature peaks.
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Table 4.1 – Real sRNA-seq data used to evaluate the performance of BrumiR.

Homo Mus Drosophila Danio Caenorhabditis Zea Physcomitrella Oryza Solanum Arabidopsis
sapiens musculus melagonaster rerio elegans mays patens sativa lycopersicum thaliana
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# reads (M) 23.79 23.20 3.49 39.44 15.42 11.77 5.96 5.81 18.01 7.11 14.96 15.96 8.26 7.38 14.10 13.19 21.09 18.21 36.78 32.83
T. reads (M) 21.84 20.25 3.48 39.35 15.30 11.69 5.77 5.53 10.72 6.67 11.70 11.77 7.97 7.14 13.26 11.58 19.83 17.34 36.07 32.51
%Ref. mapped 70.51 76.39 48.41 48.17 51.83 56.56 69.80 64.79 82.62 86.91 23.36 29.29 51.39 44.71 67.48 56.65 56.20 58.60 93.75 91.83

BrumiR
Unipath (k) 91.8 94.3 63.3 479.5 73.1 53.9 43.7 48.8 43.5 77.3 174.9 168.0 66;9 61.3 290.1 187.2 506.7 487.2 151.2 148.4
candidates 966 1046 813 2954 847 743 569 579 824 696 1501 1299 1628 1350 2435 1301 3992 3405 899 1282
TP 401 438 175 497 190 190 230 237 212 192 156 149 228 212 265 164 331 319 123 169

miRDeep2 candidates 579 711 278 383 120 115 537 579 171 196 4401 3158 4769 3798 5569 3774 3257 3001 311 441
/ miR-PREFeR TP 378 428 245 315 86 90 255 264 123 124 376 301 588 507 637 456 975 812 98 115

mirnovo candidates 789 1017 358 785 5476 4181 537 597 955 2642 91 82 90 78 127 147 230 210 120 134
TP 196 556 234 166 439 365 255 260 100 331 25 11 39 7 37 27 56 67 29 35

BrumiR
precision 0.42 0.42 0.22 0.17 0.22 0.26 0.40 0.41 0.26 0.28 0.10 0.11 0.14 0.16 0.11 0.13 0.08 0.09 0.14 0.13
recall 0.73 0.66 0.55 0.78 0.60 0.54 0.74 0.75 0.86 0.72 0.93 0.87 0.57 0.61 0.86 0.88 0.80 0.77 0.83 0.87
F-score 0.53 0.51 0.31 0.28 0.33 0.35 0.52 0.53 0.40 0.40 0.19 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.19 0.22 0.15 0.17 0.24 0.23

miRDeep2 precision 0.65 0.60 0.88 0.82 0.72 0.78 0.47 0.46 0.72 0.63 0.09 0.10 0.12 0.13 0.11 0.12 0.30 0.27 0.32 0.26
/ recall 0.38 0.36 0.32 0.31 0.32 0.30 0.31 0.36 0.14 0.10 0.78 0.86 0.68 0.75 0.70 0.58 0.77 0.80 0.83 0.79
miR-PREFeR F-score 0.48 0.45 0.47 0.45 0.45 0.43 0.38 0.40 0.24 0.17 0.15 0.17 0.21 0.23 0.20 0.20 0.43 0.40 0.46 0.39

mirnovo
precision 0.25 0.55 0.65 0.21 0.08 0.09 0.47 0.44 0.10 0.13 0.27 0.13 0.43 0.09 0.29 0.18 0.24 0.32 0.24 0.26
recall 0.23 0.71 0.69 0.22 0.75 0.77 0.77 0.76 0.38 0.69 0.43 0.17 0.25 0.00 0.38 0.34 0.50 0.66 0.55 0.55
F-score 0.24 0.62 0.67 0.21 0.14 0.16 0.59 0.55 0.16 0.21 0.34 0.15 0.32 0.01 0.33 0.24 0.33 0.43 0.34 0.35

BrumiR2ref
precision 0.44 0.44 0.21 0.18 0.28 0.30 0.38 0.40 0.41 0.46 0.11 0.11 0.14 0.15 0.11 0.12 0.09 0.09 0.17 0.16
recall 0.60 0.51 0.42 0.71 0.45 0.38 0.58 0.56 0.63 0.41 0.90 0.84 0.47 0.54 0.76 0.76 0.72 0.72 0.81 0.84
F-score 0.51 0.47 0.29 0.28 0.35 0.34 0.46 0.47 0.50 0.44 0.19 0.20 0.21 0.24 0.19 0.20 0.16 0.17 0.28 0.27
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Table 4.2 – Total elapsed time per tool (seconds) on real datasets. The total elapsed time reported
include only the core step of each algorithm.

Species SRA_ID BrumiR miRDeep2/miR-PREFeR

animal

Homo sapiens ERR2403205 48 6319
ERR2403208 50 5421

Mus musculus SRR1734814 23 8342
SRR1734817 333 11103

Drosophila melagonaster ERR3276595 31 5382
ERR3276596 27 8270

Danio rerio SRR2127900 20 4921
SRR2127901 22 5554

Caenorhabditis elegans ERR562747 24 10159
ERR562743 28 8172

plant

Zea mays SRR7801904 59 52875
SRR7801905 50 13002

Physcomitrella patens SRR1842130 37 25909
SRR1842134 30 39644

Oryza sativa SRR6456419 124 34346
SRR6456420 66 17916

Solanum lycopersicum SRR6872534 378 31902
SRR6872539 334 37629

Arabidopsis thaliana SRR8992309 50 4045
SRR8992311 49 1802
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Table 4.3 – miRNA discovery from the root samples of Arabidopsis thaliana using BrumiR.

Raw Processed Unipaths Candidates Hairpin Core Known Putative
reads (M) reads (M) validated predictions miRNAs novel miRNAs

day 5
1 22.19 2.10 16,122 117 72

45 36 52 25.31 1.35 7,077 48 34
3 25.77 2.97 18,687 116 69

day 9
4 24.65 15.60 90,588 989 592

295 78 1415 21.70 14.58 61,374 685 394
6 24.66 14.46 107,404 1,698 1,045

day 13
7 29.30 19.63 94,222 1,153 583

468 88 2588 25.73 14.49 96,656 1,238 757
9 27.94 20.22 144,949 1,944 1,221

day 17
10 21.77 13.44 61,014 738 441

238 86 9611 19.78 10.33 36,673 450 245
12 16.49 9.55 89,471 1,264 790

day 21
13 24.42 17.80 127,221 1,852 1,135

212 89 8014 16.81 6.90 34,903 480 312
15 22.54 5.54 26,271 434 267

day 25
16 24.19 16.31 133,004 2,069 1,273

1136 133 62217 35.56 27.06 181,169 2,653 1,598
18 26.05 18.21 147,944 2,245 1,379
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Table 4.4 – Novel miRNAs in the root samples of Arabidopsis thaliana predicted by BrumiR.

miRID chr:pos mature sequence precursor sequence

miR-1 chr5:10807602-10807763 ACCAAAAACGAAACATTCCCC
TTTATCTGTTAATTTCGTTAGGGGCAATTTTTCGTTTTTGGTGTGGGTATTTTGCATCAATTG
GAGTGAGTAGAAGGAGAGGATTGATTGATTTGGTGTTCCAATTCTACCAACCGGAAAGGAT
TAGAAGCGATGATGTATCTTCAGACCAACTATTACAT

miR-3 chr3:9240992-9241104 GGATGAAAGGTTTGACTAGAACT AATAAATTGGATTTTTTAGTTAGAAAGGTTTGGCAGGACGTTATTTACTAAAAAATAAATGA
GTTTTTTAGGATGAAAGGTTTGACTAGAACTGAAGATTTATGTTTATTAT

miR-8 chr1:29612248-29612361 ATTATGGACCGTCCAACTTGGCCC TGGGCTGACCATGGACTTGCCCATATGGACATGGTCTTTATTGGGCATGGACATTTTCGGAC
CATTGTCCATTATGGACCGTCCAACTTGGCCCATAAAAAAAACTGTCCGTA
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Table 4.5 – Novel microRNAs and their putative interactions obtained using psRNATarget. miRNA_Acc.: microRNA identification; Target_Acc.:
mRNA target identification, linked to the Arabidopsis thaliana mRNA library with the Araport V11 genome annotation. Expectation: mismatches
penalty between mature small RNA and the target sequence, the lower the value the better the prediction (with 5.0 as a maximum threshold).
Inhibition: refers to the possible mechanisms used by the sRNA to regulate its mRNA target, described in plants. Target_Desc: refers to the gene
description for the mRNA target, found in the Araport V11 annotation. Multiplicity: indicates how many times a sRNA has a target sequence in a
unique mRNA.

miRNA_Acc. Target_Acc. Expectation Inhibition Target_Desc. Multiplicity reference

miR-1 AT1G66000.1 2.0 Cleavage hypothetical protein (DUF577) 1 1
miR-1 AT2G30700.1 2.0 Cleavage GPI-anchored protein 1 2
miR-1 AT4G16250.1 3.0 Cleavage phytochrome D 1 3
miR-1 AT4G24740.5 3.0 Cleavage LAMMER-type protein kinase AFC2 1 4, 5
miR-1 AT5G03670.2 3.5 Cleavage histone-lysine N-methyltransferase SETD1B-like protein 1 6
miR-1 AT3G04450.1 3.5 Cleavage Homeodomain-like superfamily protein 1 7
miR-1 AT4G19920.1 3.5 Cleavage Toll-Interleukin-Resistance (TIR) domain family protein 1 8
miR-1 AT2G10608.1 3.5 Cleavage transmembrane protein 1 9
miR-1 AT2G32680.1 3.5 Cleavage receptor like protein 23 1 10
miR-1 AT3G18480.1 3.5 Cleavage CCAAT-displacement protein alternatively spliced product 1 11, 12
miR-1 AT1G14630.2 3.5 Cleavage XRI1-like protein 1 13
miR-1 AT1G70590.1 3.5 Cleavage F-box family protein 1 14
miR-1 AT3G21870.1 3.5 Cleavage cyclin 1 15
miR-1 AT5G49100.1 3.5 Translation vitellogenin-like protein 1 16

miR-3 AT5G66950.1 2.0 Cleavage Pyridoxal phosphate (PLP)-dependent transferases superfamily protein 1 1
miR-3 AT2G18720.3 2.5 Cleavage Translation elongation factor EF1A/initiation factor IF2gamma family protein 1 2
miR-3 AT1G56050.1 2.5 Translation GTP-binding protein-like protein 1 3
miR-3 AT2G18720.2 2.5 Cleavage Translation elongation factor EF1A/initiation factor IF2gamma family protein 1 2
miR-3 AT2G18720.1 2.5 Cleavage Translation elongation factor EF1A/initiation factor IF2gamma family protein 1 2
miR-3 AT3G07540.1 2.5 Cleavage Actin-binding FH2 (formin homology 2) family protein 1 4
miR-3 AT3G08780.1 3.0 Cleavage BRISC complex subunit Abro1-like protein 1 5
miR-3 AT4G34920.1 3.0 Cleavage PLC-like phosphodiesterases superfamily protein 1 6
miR-3 AT2G38060.1 3.0 Cleavage phosphate transporter 1 7
miR-3 AT3G56080.1 3.0 Cleavage S-adenosyl-L-methionine-dependent methyltransferases superfamily protein 1 8
miR-3 AT2G41860.1 3.0 Cleavage calcium-dependent protein kinase 14 1 9
miR-3 AT4G17570.2 3.0 Cleavage GATA transcription factor 26 1 10
miR-3 AT4G35620.1 3.5 Cleavage Cyclin 1 11
miR-3 AT5G22160.1 3.5 Cleavage transmembrane protein 1 *
miR-3 AT5G49870.2 3.5 Cleavage Mannose-binding lectin superfamily protein 1 12
miR-3 AT2G26770.3 3.5 Cleavage plectin-like protein 1 *

miR-8 AT4G25100.4 2.5 Cleavage Fe superoxide dismutase 1 1 1, 2
miR-8 AT5G61630.1 3.0 Cleavage transmembrane protein 1 3
miR-8 AT5G54020.1 3.5 Cleavage Cysteine/Histidine-rich C1 domain family protein 2 4
miR-8 AT2G39040.1 3.5 Cleavage Peroxidase superfamily protein 1 5, 6, 7
miR-8 AT1G04840.1 3.5 Cleavage Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)-like superfamily protein 1 8
miR-8 AT3G20010.8 3.5 Cleavage SNF2 domain-containing protein / helicase domain-containing protein / zinc finger protein-like protein 1 9, 10,11
miR-8 AT3G53570.5 3.5 Cleavage serine/threonine-protein kinase AFC1 1 9, 10,11
miR-8 AT1G10580.1 3.5 Cleavage Transducin/WD40 repeat-like superfamily protein 1 14, 15
miR-8 AT2G02070.2 3.5 Cleavage indeterminate(ID)-domain 5 1 16, 17
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BrumiR commands

BrumiR commands for real and simulated benchmark.

#trimming raw sequences us ing f a s tp
f a s tp −−adapter_fasta . . / adapters . f a − i <pr e f i x >. f a s t q . gz

−o <pre f i x >. trim . f a s t q . gz

#running miRDeep2
mapper . p l <pre f i x >. fa −c −p genome−index −m −q −s <pre f i x >. reads_co l lapsed . f a

−t <pre f i x >. reads_collapsed_vs_genome . a r f −v −o 2

miRDeep2 . p l <pre f i x >. reads_co l lapsed . f a genome . fna
<pre f i x >. reads_collapsed_vs_genome . a r f
none none none 2><pre f i x >. r epor t . l og

#running miR−PREFeR
python process−reads−f a s t a . py s amp l e l i s t . txt <pre f i x >. f a <pre f i x >. fa

python bowtie−a l i gn−reads . py −p 2 −k 20 −f −r genome . fna <pre f i x >. fa . p roce s sed

python miR_PREFeR. py −L −k p i p e l i n e c on f i g . f i l e

#running BrumiR
pe r l brumir . p l −a <pre f i x >. trim . f a s t q . gz −p <pre f i x > −T 10 −R 2 > <pre f i x >. l og

#running BrumiR2Reference
#f o r animal s p e c i e s
p e r l b rumi r2 r e f e r ence . p l −a <pre f i x >.candidate_miRNA . f a s t a −b genome . fna

−t 4 −p <pre f i x >

#fo r p lant s p e c i e s
p e r l b rumi r2 r e f e r ence . p l −a <pre f i x >.candidate_miRNA . f a s t a −b genome . fna

−t 4 −p <pre f i x > −x 1
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4.4 Conclusion.

In the previous chapter, I had introduced the core algorithm of BrumiR and the tool miRsim
to benchmark BrumiR with simulated reads. In this chapter, I presented the benchmark with
real datasets and I introduced the BrumiR2reference tool. We extensively benchmarked
the BrumiR toolkit on animal and plant species using simulated and real datasets. The
benchmark results show that BrumiR is very sensitive, is the fastest tool, and its predictions
were supported by the characteristic hairpin structure of miRNAs. Finally, we showed the
power of BrumiR for discovering novel miRNAs in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana.
We sequenced a total of 18 sRNA-seq libraries from different stages of root development and
used the BrumiR toolkit to analyze our data. We annotated three novel miRNAs involved
in root development, showing in a real biological situation how BrumiR is able to infer
novel information even in highly annotated genomes. Finally, we also applied BrumiR to
the discovery of miRNAs of A. thaliana and identified three novel high-confidence miRNAs
involved in root development. These putative miRNAs were not discovered before by any
other software, thereby showing the potential of using different approaches even in the case
where high quality genomes are available.
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In the introduction of this thesis, I pointed out all the different issues to well annotate and
predict miRNA candidates despite all the advances in NGS and in algorithmic tools for the
discovery of miRNAs. Moreover, when we work with non-model species, being able to obtain
a good and reliable miRNA prediction becomes an even greater challenge.

In Chapter 2, we worked with sRNA-seq and mRNA-seq combined from M. hyopneumoniae
and S. scrofa in a host-pathogen association. As the main tools for annotation and database
repositories did not have much information associated with S. scrofa, and the target predic-
tion tools available were not designed for S. scrofa, we had to use the Homo sapiens model
which is quite close but perhaps missed annotations that were specific of the species itself.
However, we were able to identify 1,268 genes and 170 miRNAs that were significantly modi-
fied post-infection. Up-regulated mRNAs were enriched in genes related to redox homeostasis
and antioxidant defense, known to be regulated by the transcription factor NRF2 in related
species. Down-regulated mRNAs were enriched in genes associated with cytoskeleton and cil-
iary functions. The bioinformatic analyses performed suggested a correlation between changes
in miRNA and mRNA levels. Indeed, we detected down-regulation of miRNAs predicted
to target antioxidant genes and up-regulation of miRNAs targeting ciliary and cytoskeleton
genes. Interestingly, most down-regulated miRNAs were detected in exosome-like vesicles
suggesting that M. hyopneumoniae infection induces a modification of the composition of
NPTr-released vesicles. Taken together, our data indicate that M. hyopneumoniae elicits
an antioxidant response induced by NRF2 in infected cells. In addition, we proposed that
ciliostasis caused by this pathogen is partially explained by the down-regulation of ciliary
genes.

The work presented in this chapter further allowed us to identify the real challenges and
difficulties in using the current state-of-the-art tools. Especially, I noticed that the main
problem came right from the start, namely from the annotation of miRNAs. This step is
indeed crucial for everything that comes later. I therefore decided to focus my thesis on
the miRNA discovery problem and to try to contribute to improve the current methods by
developing a new method based directly from the reads, independent of a reference genome
or of prior knowledge, thus enabling to deal with non model species that may be completely
novel in terms of characteristics and features in relation to those currently known.

In this context, I developed BrumiR, an algorithm that is able to discover miRNAs directly
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and exclusively from sRNA-seq data, enabling the identification of mature miRNAs in model
and non-model species with or without a reference genome, encompassing the plant and animal
kingdoms. The BrumiR toolkit implements the following algorithms: 1) a new discovery
miRNA tool (BRUMIR-core), 2) a specific genome mapper (BrumiR2reference), and
3) a sRNA-seq read simulator (miRsim). I introduce BrumiR and miRsim in Chapter 3,
while BrumiR2reference is presented in Chapter 4.

I benchmarked BrumiR with datasets encompassing animal and plant species using simulated
and real sRNA-seq experiments. I divided the benchmark of BrumiR in two parts. First, in
Chapter 3 I present a benchmark on simulated reads generated by miRsim. Second, in order to
test the performance of BrumiR on real data, I downloaded 20 public datasets to benchmark
BrumiR; the results are presented in Chapter 4. In both cases, we showed that BrumiR is
capable of identifying mature miRNAs based only on the sequence information, and that it
generates results that are better or comparable to the state-of-the-art tools on simulated and
real datasets. We further tested the usefulness of the BrumiR toolkit for discovering novel
miRNAs potentially involved in the regulation of the root development of the extensively
annotated genome of Arabidopsis thaliana. To achieve this, we sequenced sRNA-seq libraries
from roots of A. thaliana, and we were able to annotate 3 novel putative miRNAs which are
also presented in Chapter 4.

Unlike the state-of-the-art tools, BrumiR starts by encoding the sRNA-seq reads using a de
Bruijn graph, thus avoiding a read-mapping step and the dependency on previous miRNA
annotations, which makes BrumiR the fastest method and provides a stand-alone package
for running locally all the analyses. It further generates an output that is compatible with the
Bandage software, which can be employed to visualize and explore the results of BrumiR
in a user-friendly way. In this context, the results obtained show that BrumiR reaches the
highest recall for miRNA discovery, while at the same time being much faster and more
efficient than the state-of-the-art tools evaluated. The latter allows BrumiR to analyze a
large number of sRNA-seq experiments, from plant or animal species. Moreover, BrumiR
detects additional information regarding other expressed sequences (sRNAs, isomiRs, etc.),
thus maximizing the biological insight gained from sRNA-seq experiments.

Additionally, a critical step of genome-based miRNA discovery tools is to identify the pre-
cursor sequence when a reference genome is available. BrumiR introduces a new mapping
approach, BrumiR2Reference, that is presented in Chapter 4. BrumiR2reference scans
every possible hairpin precursor in the genome, when such is available, for all the BrumiR
predictions. As the hairpin structure is determined using the predicted mature miRNA in-
stead of the reads, this alignment can support mismatches and indels and handles the case of
multi-mapped candidates (due to repetitive regions of the genome). Such features distinguish
BrumiR from the current genome-based methods.

Although BrumiR shows a good performance on real and synthetic benchmarks, we can
observe that the higher number of predictions it makes results in a lower accuracy in some of
the data sets evaluated. This problem is improved by BrumiR2reference which refines the
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BrumiR predictions, thus reducing the number of false-positive putative miRNAs but not
eliminating them altogether. I thus plan in future to further reduce such false-positive rate by
using a Random-Forest classifier trained on the high confidence mature sequences available in
miRBase. The latter will improve the accuracy of BrumiR even in the case when a reference
genome is not available.
In terms of computational resources and usability, BrumiR is the fastest method and pro-
vides a stand-alone package for running locally all the analyses. Although BrumiR-core is the
fastest tool to make miRNA predictions, when we use BrumiR2reference, the exhaustive
search for precursor sequences takes longer, thereby increasing the final computation time of
BrumiR+BrumiR2reference. A suitable way to reduce and facilitate these computations
is through parallelization of the BrumiR2reference code to distribute and run different
parts of the process simultaneously depending on the computational resources available. Pro-
viding a web-server platform to run BrumiR as do several other miRNA discovery tools
could also make it easier to be used by biologists who do not have as much expertise using
stand-alone tools.
As part of the international collaborative project called NOIR of which we are members,
we will have to identify the miRNAs and other types of sRNAs involved in the beneficial
interaction between the plant A. thaliana and the fungi Trichoderma atroviride, and those
involved in the host-pathogen interaction between the fish Salmon salar and the bacterium
Piscirickettsia salmonis. BrumiR will be a central player to understand these interactions,
and the idea then is to improve or develop entirely new features of BrumiR, in particular to
be able to handle other types of sRNAs than miRNAs.
In summary, we presented in this thesis a new and versatile method that implements novel
algorithmic ideas for the study of miRNAs and thus complements and extends the currently ex-
isting approaches. The code of BrumiR is freely available at (https://github.com/cmoraga/
BrumiR).

https://github.com/cmoraga/BrumiR
https://github.com/cmoraga/BrumiR
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Titre : Développement de nouveaux algorithmes pour avancer dans la découverte des mi-
croARNs

Résumé : Les microARNs (miARNs) sont de petits ARNs non codants qui jouent un rôle clé
dans la régulation de l’expression génique. Les miARNs sont impliqués dans un large éventail
de processus biologiques, notamment le cycle cellulaire, la différenciation, l’apoptose et les
maladies. Au cours de la dernière décennie, avec l’accessibilité croissante des technologies de
séquençage à haut débit, les expériences de sARN-seq ont permis d’identifier les miARNs et
de prédire le réseau de régulation miARN-ARNm pour mieux comprendre leur rôle et leur
fonction biologiques. Différents algorithmes ont été développés au cours des dernières années
pour y parvenir, mais il s’est avéré difficile de réaliser une caractérisation complète des miARNs
et de leurs cibles qui permettrait de bien les identifier et les annoter. Les travaux de cette thèse
ont débuté par une participation à l’analyse expérimentale et bioinformatique de données dual
miARN-seq et mARN-seq obtenues en profilant l’interaction hôte-pathogène de Sus scrofa
avec la bactérie Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. L’expérience que j’ai ainsi acquise avec les outils
de pointe pour la découverte de miARNs et la prédiction de leurs cibles a été essentielle pour
identifier les faiblesses des algorithmes actuels et donc le réel besoin de développer de nouveaux
algorithmes liés à la première étape de l’analyse de miARNs, à savoir leur identification. Cela
a représenté alors l’objectif principal de cette thèse. Avec cet objectif à l’esprit, j’ai développé
la boîte à outils BrumiR, qui est un package composé de trois parties : 1) un nouvel outil
de découverte de miRNAs appelé BrumiR-core, 2) un algorithme spécifique d’alignement
sur génome appelé BrumiR2Reference, et 3) un simulateur de lecture sARN-seq appelé
miRsim. En particulier, BrumiR-core est un algorithme de novo basé sur une approche de
graphe de de Bruijn qui est capable d’identifier les miARNs directement et exclusivement à
partir de données de sARN-seq. Nous avons effectué un benchmark de BrumiR en utilisant
des jeux de données simulées et réelles de sRNA-seq d’espèces animales et végétales. Les
résultats montrent que BrumiR atteint le rappel le plus élevé pour la découverte de miARNs,
tout en étant beaucoup plus rapide et plus efficace que les outils de pointe évalués. En
résumé, nous présentons une nouvelle méthode polyvalente qui met en œuvre de nouvelles idées
algorithmiques pour l’étude des miARNs qui complète et étend les approches actuellement
existantes. Le code de la boîte à outils BrumiR est disponible gratuitement dans GitHub
(https://github.com/camoragaq).

Mots-clés : sARN; miARNs; découverte de novo de miARNs; NGS; sRNA-seq; graphe de
Bruijn; algorithmes.

https://github.com/camoragaq
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Title: Development of new algorithms to advance on the discovery of microRNAs

Abstract: MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are small non-coding RNAs that are key players in the
regulation of gene expression. miRNAs are involved in a wide range of biological processes
including cell cycle, differentiation, apoptosis, and disease. In the last decade, with the
increasing accessibility of high-throughput sequencing technologies, sRNAs-seq experiments
have provided the opportunity to identify miRNAs, and to predict the miRNA-mRNA regu-
latory network to better understand their biological role and function. Different algorithms
have been developed during the last years to achieve this, but it has proven difficult to achieve
a complete characterization of miRNAs and of their targets that would enable to well identify
and annotate them. The work in this thesis started by a participation in the experimental
and bioinformatic analysis of dual miRNA-seq and mRNA-seq data obtained by profiling the
host-pathogen interaction of Sus scrofa with the bacterium Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae. The
experience I thus acquired with the current state-of-the-art tools for miRNA discovery and
miRNA target prediction was essential to identify the weaknesses of the current tools and
therefore the real need to develop new algorithms related to the first step of the analysis of
miRNAs, namely their identification. This then represented the main objective of this thesis.
With that objective in mind, I developed the BrumiR toolkit, which is a package composed
of three tools: 1) a new discovery miRNA tool called BrumiR-core, 2) a specific genome
mapper called BrumiR2Reference, and 3) a sRNA-seq read simulator called miRsim. In
particular, BrumiR-core is a de novo algorithm based on a de Bruijn graph approach that
is able to identify miRNAs directly and exclusively from sRNA-seq data. We benchmarked
BrumiR using simulated and real sRNA-seq data of both animal and plant species. The re-
sults demonstrate that BrumiR reaches the highest recall for miRNA discovery, while at the
same time being much faster and more efficient than the state-of-the-art tools evaluated. In
summary, we present a new and versatile method that implements novel algorithmic ideas for
the study of miRNAs that complements and extends the currently existing approaches. The
code of the BrumiR toolkit is freely available in GitHub (https://github.com/camoragaq).

Keywords: sRNA; miRNAs; de novo miRNA discovery; NGS; sRNA-seq; de Bruijn graph;
algorithms.

https://github.com/camoragaq
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